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New Titles for Children and Young People
Agostinelli, Maria Enrica, illus. On Wings of Love: the United Nations Declaration of the
Rights of the Child. Collins/World, 1979. 78-10318. 22p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed.
$6.91 net.
Twenty years after the U.N. General Assembly adopted the Declaration of the
R Rights of the Child, and in the International Year of the Child, this simplified version
2-4 of the ten principles of the Declaration appears; the full text is appended. Imaginative
watercolor paintings, soft in line and texture, show children and the dove of peace in
bright but never garish hues. The text, in large print, consists only of the ten princi-
ples; examples of the pared-down style are, "Every child has the right to be pro-
tected from cruelty or unfair treatment," and "Every child who is handicapped has
the right to special treatment and care." A timely book, nicely conceived and exe-
cuted.
Ahlberg, Janet. Each Peach Pear Plum; written and illus. by Janet and Allan Ahlberg. Viking,
1979. 79-16726. 28p. $8.95.
A read-aloud book has pictures saved from bucolic, pastel prettiness by the touch
Ad of humor, occasionally raffish, that gives them vitality. The characters are familiar
3-5 nursery figures like Bo-Peep, the three bears, Jack and Jill, or Tom Thumb, and the
yrs. text begins "Each Peach Pear Plum / I spy Tom Thumb," and then the next double-
page spread is, "Tom Thumb in the Cupboard / 1 spy Mother Hubbard." Part of the
appeal of the book is in the ferreting out of the partially-hidden figures; all one sees of
Mother Hubbard, for example, is the back of her apron and her rump as she (presum-
ably) bends over some chore at the edge of the picture. On some pages the figures are
very difficult to see, which may frustrate the lap audience. Very spacious page layout
adds to visual appeal.
Anderson, Margaret Jean. In the Circle of Time. Knopf, 1979. 78-10156. 112p. Trade ed. $6.95;
Library ed. $6.99 net.
A time-shift fantasy is set in Scotland, where Robert Guthrie meets a new class-
Ad mate from America, Jennifer, as each explores the ancient circle of stones. It is
1-9 Jennifer who first sees, in the grey mist, a group of strange, dark-haired people, but it
is not until a later visit that the two move into another time and become involved in
the struggle of those people, the peaceful members of a cooperative society of the
future who are struggling against the domination of the Barbaric Ones. Most of the
story has to do with Jennifer's and Robert's adventures in their time-travel, and the
complex structure of these may limit some readers' enjoyment of the book; there is
little depth in characterization, although the characters are adequately drawn, and
little meshing of realism and fantasy, save for the end of the story, when the two
time-travellers, listening to Robert's grandfather tell them of a similar experience,
realize that one of the people the man had seen was his own grandson.
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Asch, Frank. Running With Rachel; by Frank and Jan Asch; illus. with photographs by Jan
Asch and Robert Michael Buslow. Dial, 1979. 78-72471. 64p. $7.28.
Photographs of eleven-year-old Rachel, who tells her own story, add interest to a
Ad text that describes Rachel's experiences in running. Having talked to a woman who
4-6 enjoyed running, Rachel knew something about having the right shoes and using the
right techniques. As she improved, Rachel received more advice from her friend; she
entered a race, but didn't enjoy competition as much as free running. When she found
a new friend who could share her hobby, it became even more enjoyable. The text
should interest runners and may even convert some non-runners, but it's a bit tepid,
with none of the drama of such photodocumentaries as those by Jill Krementz or
Bernard Wolf.
Barry, Scott. The Kingdom of Wolves; written and illus. with photographs by Scott Barry.
Putnam, 1978. 78-9895. 64p. $8.95.
A continuous text describes the habitats and behavior of wolves, discusses popular
Ad misconceptions and problems of conservation, and gives some facts about the wolf as
5-7 a social animal. While Barry is fairly detailed about such aspects of lupine behavior
as care of the young or patterns of dominance and submission, he is less specific
about some of the cooperative patterns within the pack. There are many photo-
graphs, but they have no captions and only occasionally are clearly related to the text
on the page. The book is clearly written and the facts are accurate, but the material is
not well organized, and the fact that there is no index (or table of contents) makes the
information less accessible.
Bethell, Jean. Bathtime; illus. with photographs. Holt, 1979. 78-14092. 28p. $5.95.
A series of photographs of animals, wild and domestic, shows the various ways
Ad they keep themselves clean and groom themselves or each other. The text is in-
K-3 formative and accurate, printed in large type, each page carrying from four lines to
half a page of text that accompanies the picture on that page. It's superficial treat-
ment, but an adequate introduction to one aspect of animal behavior; the writing is
direct and clear, lightened by an occasional mild joke, as with the text accompanying
a photograph of a raccoon scratching itself: "Sometimes, when you really need a
bath, you get very itchy. That's what happened to this raccoon. Aaah! That feels
better!"
Bierhorst, John. A Cry From the Earth: Music of the North American Indians. Four Winds,
1979. 78-21538. 113p. illus. $8.95.
A description of American Indian songs and, to a lesser extent, of the instruments
R used to accompany singers, is designed both to show the wide variety of songs and to
6- demonstrate the ways in which song is used in daily life as well as for ceremonial
occasions. Bierhorst describes the techniques for vocal production, the sound com-
ing from a tight throat and with a pulsing quality; he discusses the origins of American
Indian song, and the variations of styles and techniques. Much of the text is devoted
to descriptions-with notation--of different kinds of songs: songs for very young
children, songs of war or mourning or love, prayer songs, dance songs. A most
interesting book, written with simplicity and authority, has useful appended material
a key to musical symbols, another to pronunciation, a list of sources, suggestions for
further reading and for listening, and an index to the songs by musical area and tribe.
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Bridgers, Sue Ellen. All Together Now. Knopf, 1979. 78-12244. 238p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library
ed. $7.99 net.
Twelve-year-old Casey (K.C.) spends a summer with her grandparents and has
R more joy-and sorrow-than the boredom she'd expected, primarily because
5-7 Dwayne Pickens becomes her friend. A retarded man of thirty, Dwayne assumes that
* Casey is a boy, his new baseball buddy, and she cannot bear to disillusion him. She
also acts as a catalyst in the reunion of a middle-aged couple who had quarreled and
separated on their honeymoon. Casey's sorrow is due to a court case, Dwayne's
embarrassed brother having tried to have Dwayne committed to an institution, a
move that is prevented when all Dwayne's friends rally to testify on his behalf.
Bridgers achieves a difficult task, making her story child-focused despite the fact that
Casey is the only child in it, an achievement due in part to the perspicacity of her
interpretation of Casey's feelings, and in part to the fact that the viewpoint is always
that of the narrator or of Casey herself. A mature story, nicely knit and paced, and
giving an affective picture of a small southern community as well as of a sensitive
child.
Conklin, Gladys Plemon. Black Widow Spider-Danger! illus. by Leslie Morrill. Holiday
House, 1979. 78-12556. 26p. $4.95.
Representational pencil drawings, some giving enlarged views, are nicely detailed
Ad and nicely integrated with a simply written text that describes the black widow
2-3 spider. A prefatory note discusses several kinds of dangerous spiders, noting that the
venom of the black widow is many times more potent than that of a rattlesnake, and
citing other-more general-books about spiders. The text gives information on
spinning dry or sticky webs or, the black widow's third way of trapping her prey,
piercing the body with her fangs; it also describes courting, mating, and reproduc-
tion. Although Conklin doesn't always give full information (In describing the prepa-
ration of the egg sac, "She covered the inside of the bowl with a thick, pale yellow
material," doesn't explain what the material is, what it's called, where it comes from)
this serves admirably as an introduction: the pages are spacious, the print is large and
clear, and the text is lucid, accurate, and logically arranged.
Constant, Alberta Wilson. Does Anybody Care About Lou Emma Miller? T. Y. Crowell, 1979.
78-4774. 278p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.89 net.
After a long gap, another book in the series that began with Thos Miller Girls!
Ad Lou Emma is fifteen now, a bit bothered by the fact that her quiet conformity is
-8 accepted while the ebullience of her younger sister draws attention. She's more than
a bit bothered by jealousy, since her beau seems to have become attracted to another
girl. These two threads are woven fairly smoothly into the establishment of a town
library, a project conceived and implemented by Lou Emma (attention at last!) and
the election campaign between a party hack and an enterprising woman, a campaign
in which Lou Emma takes a lively part. Light, mildly humorous, and slightly
crowded with small events and minor characters, the book gives a good picture of life
in a small Kansas town of the past, but there is no depth in the characterizations or
the story.
Cook, Fred J. City Cop. Doubleday, 1979. 78-60284. 105p. $5.95.
This is an as-told-to story about a New York City policeman, Carlos Acha, told in
first person. Acha gives some facts about his childhood, coming to New York from
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Puerto Rico at the age of seven, and about his marriage to a policewoman, but the
M book concentrates on what it's like to be a city cop-the handling of riots, the
5-6 difficulty of responding to a call during rush hour, the hazards of working in a tough
precinct, and the variety of situations with which a policeman must cope. He writes
with asperity about crooked cops, and with sympathy for those slain in the line of
duty. Interesting material, but the book is weakened by the pedestrian writing style
and by a lack of objectivity: speaking of his stint in the U.S. Marines, for example,
Acha says, "It wasn't like it is today, when a mother can cause trouble by complain-
ing to her congressman about how badly her little boy is being treated," or, "They
don't see that we can go only so far, that we can do only so much. We get the blame
for things we can't help," in speaking of the public.
Davis, Burke. Mr. Lincoln's Whiskers; illus. by Douglas Gorsline. Coward, 1979. 77-29208.
33p. $6.95.
Aware of the fact that he was a homely man, Abraham Lincoln decided, when he
M received a letter from a twelve-year-old girl, that her suggestion of growing whiskers
3-5 was a good one. He never shaved again. The girl later met Lincoln, briefly; flustered
by his kiss, she ran off home. And that's the story. It's fleshed out by many anecdotes
about Lincoln, and some facts: Davis has observed a major tenet of historical fiction,
fictionalizing as little as possible the words and deeds of historical characters. He
has, however, neglected another; major historical characters cannot be the pro-
tagonists in historical fiction if the author wants to produce good narrative fiction.
That's the weakness of the book, which is more an anecdotal partial biography than a
story. There are some amusing Lincoln quips, some facts, a bit about Grace Bedell's
letter to Lincoln and their subsequent encounter, and some nicely detailed pictures
and maps.
Dixon, Sarah. Lester; by Sarah Dixon and Peter Dixon; illus. with photographs by John
Running and the Dixons. Cypress, 1979. 78-52708. 79p. (Children, Families, and the
Sea.) $4.50.
Like Marie, reviewed below, this is one of a paperbound series, "Children,
R Families, and the Sea," that describes the life of a child whose family earns its living
4-6 from the sea. Lester lives in Trinidad, his father follows the family tradition as a
fisherman. (Other titles are Joel, Gilberto, and Dennis, set respectively in the
U.S.A., Mexico, and Canada.) More than half the page space is devoted to photo-
graphs; placement is such that, for the most part, the lack of captions creates no
problem of comprehension. The text describes Lester and his family, his school,
facts about food and recreation, and some information about Trinidad, but it focuses
primarily on fishing and the ways in which fishing affects the whole community: the
problems of polluted water, dangerous seas, the passing on of skills and knowledge,
and the cooperation among the fishermen.
Dixon, Sarah. Marie; by Sarah Dixon and Peter Dixon; illus. with photographs by Kakun Sho
and the Dixons. Cypress, 1979. 78-52710. 79p. (Children, Families, and the Sea.) $4.50
In the same format as Lester, reviewed above, this describes the life and work of
R Marie, who-at the age of thirteen-has become a diver like the older women in her
4-6 family. Marie's family spends its summers on an island in the Sea of Japan, and
most of their diving is for abalone, a lucrative crop. There is some information about
Marie's life and her school during the balance of the year, but the text concentrates
on the summer activities of Marie and her extended family, particularly on the train-
ing she gets from her mother, grandmother, and older sisters. It describes the prob-
lems, the safety measures, the technique of prying the abalone loose, and the market-
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ing of abalone and of the fish (primarily flying fish) netted by the men of the family.
Like other books in the series, this also gives facts about family and community life,
foods, recreation, and the island setting. The style is adequate, the material informat-
ive.
Dodson, Susan. The Creep. Four Winds, 1979. 78-20428. 218p. $7.95.
Almost sixteen but small for her age, Brina (Sabrina) is horrified when a ten-year-
R old with whom she babysits is attacked by a child molester. Brina frightens the man
7-9 off but feels guilty because her charge had once mentioned such a man and she had
ignored it. Living with her widowed mother and her grandfather, Brina expects and
gets opposition to her plan: she will wear a child's dress and act as a decoy to trap the
"creep". Detective Wallace is desperate, since the creep has already claimed many
victims; he and Brina together convince her mother to let Brina take a police training
course when she becomes sixteen, act as decoy under police surveillance, and hope
to trap the man. It makes a story filled with suspense and danger, and Dodson has
smoothly integrated into the main plot a romance between Wallace and Mom (he
eventually comes to live with the family, after talking it over with Brina and Gran-
dad), a budding romance for Brina, and some material about acquiring new friends.
The characterization has substance, although it is not deep, and the story has good
structure, pace, and style; it gives a positive picture of police attitudes and a warm,
sympathetic picture of the relationships between Brina and her mother and grand-
father.
Dolan, Edward F. Dorothy Hamill: Olympic Skating Champion; by Edward F. Dolan and
Richard B. Lyttle; illus. with photographs. Doubleday, 1979. 78-18558. 95p. $5.95.
In a patterned sports biography, the author describes Hamill's prowess as a child
M skater, her training, and her rise through the ranks of competitors to win the gold
5-7 medal at the winter Olympics, one of three women who have won that award as well
as the world title and the U.S. national championship. There are some nice action
shots among the photographs, and the book will undoubtedly interest skating buffs,
especially Hamill fans, but it is written in pedestrian style laced with laudatory
comments on the subject's persistence, industrious practicing, courage under ten-
sion, etc. The text concludes with a description of Hamill's activities since she turned
professional; an index is appended.
Duran, Cheli. Kindling. Greenwillow, 1979. 78-23629. 143p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.67
net.
Set on the island of Crete during the military regime of Papadopoulos, this is the
R tight-knit story of a group of boys who are picked up by the military after the people
7-10 of their village are suspected of having started a forest fire. Since the land belonged to
individuals, but the trees belonged to the government, people were forbidden to burn
off any growth and use the land as they wished. The beating and questioning of the
boys, the unavailing pleas of their relatives, and the escape of three of the boys give
the story form and vitality, but its real substance is in the depiction of a group of
people who, at first apathetic and accepting, begin to realize what it means to them as
individuals: the absence of justice, the petty bullying, the loss of freedom. More than
a brush fire has been kindled.
Epstein, Samuel. Secret in a Sealed Bottle: Lazzaro Spallanzani's Work with Microbes; by
Sam and Beryl Epstein; illus. by Jane Sterrett. Coward, 1979. 78-1494. 63p. $5.49.
It says much about Lazzaro Spallanzani that, having finished his studies in natural
history, he was able to continue them and support himself by taking a post as a
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professor of Latin, Greek, and mathematics. One of the great scientists of the 18th
R century, Spallanzani was the first to prove, by his research, that the microbes known
4-6 to the scientific world since the invention of the microscope did not appear through
spontaneous generation. The authors give a dramatic account of his repeated tests,
improvised and repeatedly improved procedures, and his elation when he could
finally announce to fellow scientists that the "little beasties" came from their own
kind, not-as one group held-from nowhere but borne by air. The book covers other
research done by Spallanzani, focusing on his scientific achievements rather than his
personal life: it is written with vitality in a narrative but not unduly fictionalized style,
and it shows clearly how scientists build a body of knowledge by trial, error, ex-
change of opinions, and objective evaluation of their own research findings. A brief
bibliography, a glossary, and an annotated list of "Some People to Know About"
(other scientists of the 17th and 18th centuries) are included.
Erdoes, Richard. The Native Americans: Navajos; written and illus. with photographs by
Richard Erdoes. Sterling, 1979. 78-57885. 84p. Trade ed. $12.95: Library ed. $11.69
net.
An oversize book, profusely illustrated with color photographs, gives the history of
R the Navajos, describes the beauty and the harshness of the land in which they live, the
4-6 "Four Corers," and devotes separate chapters to discussions of traditional and
moder ways of life-living patterns which are at times in conflict. Erdoes, who has
written many books about native Americans, is knowledgeable, sympathetic, and
lucid. The one weakness of the book is that occasionally the text is broken by a
double-page spread of captioned photographs, interrrupting its flow. The
photograph-and-caption pages are used effectively (as with pictures of the natural
beauty of the reservation) instead of text, in some page sequences. The author is
candid about Navajo problems, respectful toward Navajo traditions, and objective in
assessing the dignity and resilience with which the Navajos are coping-as they have
in the past-with change. An index is appended.
Feagles, Anita MacRae. Sophia Scarlotti and Ceecee. Atheneum, 1979. 78-21630. 164p. $7.95.
Ceecee (Cecily) was the middle child of a thrice-married actress; Ceecee's father
Ad was dead, the father of Luz (the oldest) had walked out, and the father of thirteen-
6-9 year-old Rebecca, Auden, was an acoholic who still came to visit the family and of
whom all three girls were fond. Not unnaturally, they were all wary of their mother's
admirers, and therefore curious when Mom announced that a friend and his two boys
were coming to visit their summer home. One of the boys, Clem, became a dear
friend, although Ceecee was furious when he took a fancy to another girl; he confided
that he was worried about their parents' marrying, afraid his divorced mother would
be upset, since he was convinced his parents would have a reconciliation. So Ceecee
and her sister interfere; they go to see his mother and only then realize that Clem's
had the wrong idea. And only then, when it is clear the Mom won't marry Clem's
father, does Clem make the first step toward what may prove to be a permanent
relationship. There are daydream episodes throughout the book, italicized passages
in which Ceecee imagines herself to be the glamorous Sophia, and in the episode with
which the book ends, Ceecee for the first time envisions herself and Clem as, revert-
ing to reality, the text concludes, "... they walked hand in hand into the sunset."
Feagles has tongue in cheek with this sentence, which typifies her humor, a sort of
cheeky irreverence that pervades and lightens the writing. The characters are well-
drawn, the writing style and dialogue are deft; the plot and structure, and the pace
however, are uneven.
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Fitzhugh, Louise. Sport. Delacorte, 1979. 78-72861. 218p. $7.95.
In a posthumous sequel to Harriet the Spy and The Long Secret, Fitzhugh (who
Ad died in 1974) turns to Sport, friend of Harriet and Beth Ellen, and his stormy re-
5-7 lationship with his mother. A cosmopolitan gadabout and a shrew, Sport's mother
has appeared in New York to be at the bedside of her dying millionaire father: she's
furious when the bulk of the estate (thirty million) goes to Sport and she attempts, for
financial benefits involved, to get the boy's custody. Sport is perfectly happy with his
father, detests and fears his mother, and has been looking forward to a happy life with
Dad and Kate, the loving, considerate woman he's marrying. There are several nasty
mother-son confrontations, several amusing episodes with bantering dialogue among
Sport and his friends, several almost-saccharine scenes between Kate and Sport (not
Fitzhugh's usual style) and a final dramatic episode in which Sport is held captive in a
room in the Plaza hotel, with a guard posted in the corridor, escaping via food trolley
brought in by a bus boy who-conveniently-just happens to be a new friend of his.
There's some fizzy, sophisticated dialogue, but the writing style is uneven and there
are several points in the story line that seem melodramatic: Sport and his father
remain good, solid characters but some of the others seem overdrawn: the vixen
mother, her fainting sister, even the wise, kind, beautiful, staunch Kate.
Garer, Alan. The Aimer Gate, illus. by Michael Foreman. Collins/World, 1979. 78-20964.
79p. $6.95.
One of the quartet of books (The Stone Book, Granny Reardun. Tom Fobble's
R Day) that link the generations of a rural Cheshire family but that stand alone, each a
4-6 small gem. Here the protagonist is Robert, grandchild of Mary in The Stone Book,
* and one of the high points of the story is Robert's discovery, when he climbs to touch
the capstone of the church steeple, that it is carved with his own name, carved by the
earlier Robert who was Mary's father. "He knew it wouldn't be seen, but he did it as
good as any," he says, wondering. That pride in one's craft is a theme that carries
through the books, and it is Robert's indecision about his own choice of craft that is
the crux of the story. He thinks he wants to be a soldier like his uncle, who counsels
him and who himself looks forward to going through "the aimer gate," giving up the
army for his chosen craft. The writing is wonderfully, deceptively simple yet colored
by the local idiom, and it is permeated by the warmth and solidarity of family ties and
by the intricate cohesion of the rural community.
Godden, Rumer. A Kindle of Kittens: illus. by Lynne Byrnes. Viking, 1979. 78-15931. 31p.
$8.95.
The story of a stray cat and her four kittens is illustrated with paintings that have
Ad excellent draughtsmanship, soft hues, felicitous architectural details, and just a touch
K-2 of sugar in the depiction of the cuddly kittens. This sweetness verges on sugar-
substitute in the text: combined with the anthropomorphism of She-Cat, the mother,
it weakens an otherwise palatable if slight animal story. Cat is a stray in an English
town, and she names herself She-Cat when she meets a He-Cat. She-Cat has already
observed the characteristics of some of the town's citizens and therefore, when she
has her kindle of kits (naming them Funny, Sunny, Money, and Honey) she carefully
chooses the right owner for each and deposits each kitten where he or she will get the
most appropriate owner. She resists, after that, the "soft entrancing crooning
miaoul" of her erstwhile mate. Good writing style, but a weak structure for a story
that will undoubtedly appeal to young animal-lovers.
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Greenwood, Ann. A Pack of Dreams; illus. by Bernard Colonna and Mary Elizabeth Gordon.
Prentice-Hall, 1979. 78-467. 32p. $6.95.
Softly executed black and white pencil drawings, full-page and framed, are un-
M fortunately so tightly bound that the centers of the pictures are lost. The rhyming text
2-4 appears as a running foot, one line per double-page spread; it combines the use of
words for groups of animals ("A muster of peacocks knitting, A pride of lions sit-
ting," "A gaggle of geese waking, A troop of monkeys baking.") with pictures that
show the activities and also include one or two people. The connection is often
contrived, as in "A muster of peacocks knitting," where several peacocks have
knitting needles in their beaks while a girl looks on with an expression of alarmed
surprise, or "A brace of terriers strumming," where a woman shows a child how to
play a guitar while two dogs sit in the background. The group names are interesting,
but the relationship between text and illustration is often tenuous, unlike the clear
focus on group names in Eve Merriam's A Gaggle of Geese.
Hopf, Alice L. Biography of a Snowy Owl; illus. by Fran Stiles. Putnam, 1979. 78-16533. 63p.
$5.49.
Hopf, in following the life cycle of a male snowy owl, includes facts about nesting
R and brooding, care of young, feeding and predators, migration and adaptability, and
3-5 the adult owl's role in courting and mating. Concise and accurate, the book is con-
sistent in relating the snowy owl's behavior to its ecological milieu. Black and white
line drawings are realistically detailed if a bit hazy in technique.
Howe, Deborah. Bunnicula: A Rabbit-Tale of Mystery; by Deborah and James Howe; illus. by
Alan Daniel. Atheneum, 1979. 78-11472. 98p. $7.95.
Bunnicula is a rabbit discovered by the Monroe family when they went to see the
R film Dracula, and he's kept as a pet; the other Monroe pets are Chester, a literate and
4-6 suspicious cat, and the dog Harold, who tells the story. Harold simply can't agree
with Chester's opinion that Bunnicula is a vampire; he does admit that it's odd that
during the night a succession of vegetables turn white, presumably drained of their
color by some agency. Chester, who has read that vampires fear garlic, takes to
spending his nights outside Bunnicula's garlic-surrounded cage, and there's some
corroboration of the cat's suspicion when the rabbit weakens from starvation. A
veterinarian puts Bunnicula on a liquid diet-and that ends the problem; Chester,
whose peculiar behavior has worried the Monroes, is given therapy and immediately
becomes passionately interested in self-help therapy. The vampire issue is never
clarified, which may disappoint some readers, but the plot is less important in the
story than the style: blithe, sophisticated, and distinguished for the wit and humor of
the dialogue. If readers like shaggy dog stories at all, they'd have to search hard fora
funnier one.
Isadora, Rachel. Ben's Trumpet; written and illus. by Rachel Isadora. Greenwillow, 1979.
78-12885. 30p. $6.95.
Isadora uses a variety of techniques in black and white illustrations that are star-
R tling in their effectiveness, very much in the mood of the twenties and art deco.
K-3 Sophisticated and often abstract, the pictures may appeal more to adults than to
children, particularly in the movement and rhythm of the musicians. Ben is a smal
black boy who, listening to music that reaches his fire escape perch from the nearby
Zig Zag Jazz Club, plays an imaginary trumpet; on his way home from school each
day, he stops to watch the practice sessions. Other children tease him, but Bea's
moment of glory comes when the trumpeter comes out for a break, sees the child, and
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takes him to the Club. He hands Ben a trumpet and, the story ends, ". .. we'll see
what we can do." The story is slight, the appeal and strength of the book being in the
evocative art.
Johnson, John E. My First Book of Things. Random House, 1979. 78-64609. 13p. $2.50.
Heavy board pages show six double-page sets of objects: "Things in My Room,"
M "Things I Like to Eat," "Things in My Garden" "Things I Like to Play With,"
2-4 "Things That Go." and "Things That Fly." Objects are scattered over the pages,
yrs. Scarry-fashion, and are labelled. The simplicity of the format and the appeal of the
familiar make the book useful for identification, but Ogle and Thoburn's I Spy pre-
sents the same sort of material, is much better organized, and gives much more
information about objects in the home environment. On one set of pages, the "Things
I Like to Play With" shows an aproned little girl, a dollhouse, a tea set, blocks, a
wagon, a kitten, and a ball. The boy shown in "Things That Go" is surrounded by a
boat, a tricycle, a vacuum cleaner, a skateboard, a truck, a train, a taxi, and a
dog. Plus ca change ...
Keene, Carolyn. The Nancy Drew Sleuth Book: Clues to Good Sleuthing. Grosset, 1979.
78-58209. 152p. illus. $4.95.
In ten short stories, Nancy Drew leads her friends, members of the newly-formed
NR Detective Club, to the solution of ten mysteries. The book has the usual pedestrian
5-6 writing style, the usual omniscience of the protagonist, and the usual admiration of
Nancy Drew by others, friends who at times seem to be totally ignorant, as when Our
Heroine announces that no two people in the whole world have the same fingerprints,
and "The club members gasped." Everything works out neatly, and Nancy's omni-
science is exceeded only by prowess; the book does, because it has ten opportunities
to do so, give some facts about fingerprints, handwriting analysis, decoding, being
observant, taking plaster casts, and so on.
Keller, Charles, comp. School Daze; illus. by Sam Q. Weissman. Prentice-Hall, 1979. 78-7970.
64p. $5.95.
Cartoon-style pictures illustrate a series of quips that are school-related, although
Ad the relationship is at times tenuous. "What's the difference between electricity and
3-5 lightning?" "You don't have to pay for lightning." Nothing unusual here, but the
collection has few egregiously awful jokes. It does have a few that require knowledge
of facts not all children may have, like, "What is the formula for water?" "H, I, J, K,
L, M, N. O." "That's not the formula I gave you." "I thought you said the formula
was H to O," or "Class, you've all been very noisy, so you'll all have to stay after
school." "Give me liberty or give me death." "Who said that?" "Patrick Henry."
Like all joke or riddle books, it will have an audience.
Kesteven, G. R. The Awakening Water. Hastings House, 1979. 78-27186. 160p. $6.95.
A science fiction novel is set, as are so many, in a future time after man has
R destroyed his own civilization by violence. The concept of a people kept submissive
6-9 is a familiar one, but Kesteven presents it with dramatic conviction by having his
protagonist, John (all the children of his age have names beginning with J) as dull and
apathetic, as are the others in his House; only by accident does he meet one of the
"Lost Ones" and learn that he and his mates are given tranquilizers in their water.
The Lost Ones prove to be runaways, and John becomes one of them, a small band
who garden by night and live in peace, although fearful they will be captured by a
patrol. The story of John's awakening to reality, the dangers he and his group face,
and the solution of their ultimate destiny make a taut narrative. Characterization is
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variable, the picture of a rigid society convincing, and the plot doubly appealing
because of the concepts of man against nature and of the triumph of right over might.
Kotzwinkle, William. Dream of Dark Harbor: illus. by Joe Servello. Doubleday, 1979. 78.
1244. 47p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $7.90 net.
Jack follows a stream and a river to the ocean, camps in a deserted shack, wakes to
NR find he is marooned by the storm waves, is rescued by ghostly mariners, and decides
5-6 to sail on in his improvised boat. The plot is ill-suited to either a ghost or an adventure
story: the book has elements of both but succeeds in neither. The writing is de-
terminedly poetic: "He had to let go all thoughts, had to listen to the pure little notes
on the flute and hear where they wanted to go, to play a real song that wouldn't make
the night angry against him . . ." or "A thousand gulls rose crying, and the great river
joined the sea with a deep sighing sound, pouring itself into the vast shining jewel."
The illustrations, dramatic but confused landscapes and seascapes in black and
white, are decorative but do not extend the text.
Krementz, Jill. A Very Young Circus Flyer; written and illus. with photographs by Jill Kre-
mentz. Knopf, 1979. 78-20546. 104p. $9.95.
Like other Krementz books about young participants in sports or the performing
R arts, this is based on interviews and told in first person, and is profusely illustrated
4-6 with excellent photographs, some of which are action shots and some in full color.
Nine-year-old Tato Farfan, youngest of a family of aerial performers, prattles on
about circus life, the way he trains and rehearses, and the family's performance. This
has more material about other aspects of the milieu than do earlier books, so that it's
a bit more diffuse, but it has the same casual ease in delivery, and the glamour of the
setting should appeal to an even wider audience than do the other books.
Lasky, Kathryn. My Island Grandma; illus. by Emily McCully. Warne, 1979. 78-12489. 27p.
$7.95.
Abbey describes the joys of her island summer in a book that has no story line but
R depends on the charm of setting and incidents to appeal to the read-aloud audience.
4-7 Through Abbey, Lasky gives a vivid picture of the island, the long days of summer,
yrs. and the relationship between Abbey and her grandmother as they observe nature,
take a lazy sail, have a swimming lesson, and enjoy cozy cookie-bakes. Abbey's
parents (in a cabin near Grandma's) are conspicuously absent, and astute young
listeners will detect a few hints about behavior, but the whole is a sunny, bracing
entity, with ink and wash drawings that have vitality expressed through scratchy line
and soft bright colors.
LeRoy, Gen. Cold Feet. Harper, 1979. 77-25642. 217p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.89 net.
Geneva had never felt comfortable with her mother and her older sister, and she is
Ad even less so after her father's death. Her mother nags, her sister carps. Gen knows
7-9 there is little money and she's anxious to get out of the house, so when she sees a sign
that says "Boy Wanted," she applies. And that's how Gen becomes a runner fora
man who proves to be one of a group of criminals and gamblers. Increasingly ner-
vous, she finally ends the masquerade when she becomes suspicious about the death
of one of the gang. She also gets over a crush on an older man who has helped her out
of the situation, and--when her school buddy Alex turns into a suitor-Gen feels
some confidence about her future at last. As it was in Hotheads, to which this is a
sequel, the story is told by Gen, but it is a far less convincing story; both the success
of Gen's pretense and the atmosphere of gangsterism seem overdrawn. While compe*
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tently written, the book has more superficial appeals (danger, violence) than
Hotheads, which had the universal problems to which most adolescents can relate.
Lively, Penelope. The Voyage of QV 66; illus. by Harold Jones. Dutton, 1979. 78-12098. 172p.
$7.95.
There have been many stories about a future time in which a major catastrophe has
R stripped the earth of people, but few of them are told by a dog. Or told so well. A
4-6 versatile British author has conceived a world in which animals are the only inhabi-
tants after a massive flood. A small assortment of creatures goes on a search for
London; most of them are domestic beasts, but the catalyst in their party is Stanley,
whose creative mind and ability to read make him a natural leader, but whose conceit
and selfishness make him the object of exasperation as well as affection. But what is
Stanley? None of them has ever seen a creature like him, not until they see a zoo
poster. (He's a monkey.) There are many adventures en route to the London Zoo,
where Stanley hopes to find others of his kind-and there's a surprise ending when
the small, intrepid band reaches the zoo. The adventures provide action, but the joy
of this deftly written tale is in the humor of its dialogue, its sly satirizing of human
beings, and its warmth and consistency of characterization.
Loescher, Gil. Human Rights: A Global Crisis: by Gil and Ann Loescher; illus. with photo-
graphs. Dutton, 1979. 78-8710. 130p. $8.95.
Discussing first the various interpretations of the term "human rights," the authors
R make it clear that the term does not, in some countries, mean political or civil rights.
8- As members of Amnesty International, the Loeschers are concerned particularly
with the plight of political prisoners, but they are also aware of the violations of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights-a much broader interpretation--conceived
by the United Nations. While the text refers to such violations in many countries, the
focus is on four countries; separate chapters are devoted to Brazil, the Soviet Union,
South Africa, and South Korea. The writing style is rather heavy, occasionally florid
in phrasing or incorporating undocumented generalization, but the book is detailed
and impassioned enough to stir the reader as well as give information. The final
chapters. "The Protection of Human Rights" and "Human Rights and Public Opin-
ion," describe the organizations that fight for human rights, with special attention to
the United Nations. The full text of the U.N. Universal Declaration of Human Rights
is included, as are a divided bibliography, a list of organizations and resources, and a
relative index.
McCaffrey, Anne. Dragondrums. Atheneum, 1979. 78-11318. 240p. $8.95.
The third book in a science fantasy series (written for young people) is as deftly
R structured and as smoothly written as its predecessors; again McCaffrey has pro-
6-9 duced strong characters, new and old, a wholly conceived fantasy world, and a nice
* balance between problems that are present in any civilized society and a sense of
humor that lightens both exposition and dialogue. The protagonist here is not the
masterharper journeyman Menolly, but her protege Piemur, whose life changes when
his voice changes; a soloist, Piemur despairs of ever being able to sing again, but he's
quick to learn both of his new assignments and enjoys them. He becomes an appren-
tice message-drummer, and that role is used to mask his more important job, acting
as personal scout for the distinguished Masterharper. Piemur has a series of exciting
adventures, not the least of which are riding a dragon (used for transport in Piemur's
world) and acquring his very own fire lizard.
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MacDonald, George. The Complete Fairy Tales of George MacDonald; illus. by Arthur
Hughes. Schocken Books, 1979. 77-80272. 2 88p. $8.95.
MacDonald's work has been analyzed, praised, and read to an extent that requires
R no additional commentary; this edition is a reprint of the English edition published
4-7 originally under the title The Light Princess, and Other Tales, and contains the
original illustrations by Arthur Hughes. A graceful and informative introduction by
Roger Lancelyn Green is provided.
McGovern, Ann. Shark Lady; illus. by Ruth Chew. Four Winds, 1979. 78-22126. 83p. $6.95.
Fascinated by the aquarium when she was a child, Eugenie Clark never wavered in
Ad her desire to become an ichthyologist, and after obtaining her doctorate, she became
3-5 director of a marine laboratory, a noted author, and a professor of zoology. While her
biography is written simply, it describes a rewarding career, and it should appeal to
readers because of the exciting underwater research Clark has done, particularly in
investigating the habits of sharks. A list of Clark's books is included, but no photo-
graphs; the black and white pictures are-for the most part-informative and dramat-
ic.
McKillip, Patricia A. Harpist in the Wind. Atheneum, 1979. 78-11410. 256p. $8.95.
Third in the trilogy that began with The Riddle-Master of Hed and continued with
Ad Heir of Sea and Fire, this has the same strengths and weaknesses as do the earlier
6-8 books, and for those readers who have already become immersed in the fantastic
world of Hed the Star-Bearer, it will have the appeal of any series. Here the lovers
Hed and Raederle, both of whom have strong magical powers, go from pinnacle to
pinnacle of action as Hed struggles against his enemies to find his destiny as heir to
the throne of the High One. Strong in adventure and in conception, the story is
overladen with personal and place names, with occult phenomena, with crises, and
with mysterious creatures and events, as Hed searches for answers to the riddles of
his universe and to his identity.
Marcuse, Katherine. The Devil's Workshop; illus. by Paul Zepelinsky. Abingdon, 1979. 78-
24121. 157 p. $6.50.
Running away from a cruel uncle, orphaned Johann Muller stumbles into the
Ad workshop where Johannes (here called Johann) Gutenberg is preparing the type for
5-7 printing his first book. Since Gutenberg was secretive about his printing press, it was
rumored in Mainz that he was in league with the Devil, but to his young apprentice it
was a thrilling experience. Although the focus is on Johann and his loyalties (with a
cousin's love story included) there is enough material about Gutenberg, his debts, his
temper, his loss of all his property when it was seized by a creditor, and so on, to
necessitate a great deal of fictionalization (particularly in dialogue) that weakens the
book, which has interesting information and period details, superficial characteriza-
tion, and adequate writing style. The illustrations are mediocre in technique and
composition.
Marshall, James. Portly McSwine; written and illus. by James Marshall. Houghton, 1979.
78-24814. 39p. $5.95.
A dedicated worrier, Portly fusses and mopes because he's afraid that the big
Ad National Snout Day party he's giving will be a failure. He worries about the food,
K-2 about being amusing, about his dancing. His party is a huge success, and when his
secretary says it was so good a party that she can hardly wait until next year, he
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immediately starts worrying about the party next year. Although there's a modicum
of humor in the situation, it never changes or develops; while the writing style is
adequate, there's little action, most of the story being devoted to Portly's fussing.
The illustrations are mildly amusing, but a bit repetitive.
Merrill, Margaret W. Skeletons That Fit; illus. by Pamela Carroll. Coward, 1979. 77-24155.
63p. $5.29.
Although Merrill covers material that has been the subject of other books for the
R middle grades, it is a solid piece of work that she offers, describing and classifying the
4-6 vertebrates and emphasizing the fact that skeletal structure has, like other anatomical
features, served to help each animal adapt to, and survive in, its environment. There
is some discussion of evolution of species and some comparison of vertebrate struc-
ture, and the book is greatly extended by the illustrations, precise in detail, with a
softness achieved by almost-pointillist technique-some of the best anatomical draw-
ing since Ravielli. A vertebrate chronology, a glossary, a bibliography, and an index
are appended.
Murray, John, comp. Fifteen Plays for Teen-Agers: a Collection of One-Act, Royalty-Free
Comedies and Mysteries. Plays, 1979. 78-16588. 353p. $9.95.
A selection of one-act plays, royalty-free, includes production notes; all the plays
Ad are comedies or mysteries, with casts averaging about a dozen actors; none of the
7-10 parts is demanding, both because none is long and because none requires much
interpretation, since characters tend to be stock figures. The scripts are adequately
structured albeit written in fairly pedestrian style, but the plays should be useful for
voracious dramatic groups: they are easy to stage; they incorporate such varied
settings as a haunted house, a cruise ship, a robot exhibition, and a circus; and they
include a spy story, a murder mystery, some brushes with the occult, and other such
popular-with-adolescents themes.
Niland, Deborah. ABC of Monsters written and illus. by Deborah Niland. McGraw-Hill, 1979.
78-7939. 30p. $3.95.
There's a touch of macabre Ungerer humor in the drawings of the monsters at a
NR party attended by a girl who says ". . . They were doing some funny things-
3-5 annoying apes, bothering bees, cuddling cats, drawing dragons . .. " Each page or
yrs. double-page has an upper and a lower case letter, plus the pertinent description of the
monsters' activities, and the alphabet concludes with, "It was a perfect party."
Small children will find the monsters and animals appealing, no doubt, but their
parents may object to some of the more gruesome pages (gobbling grandmas) or to
those that are contrived (exercising expertly; yawning year-long).
Paige, David. Behind the Scenes at the Aquarium; illus. with photographs by Roger Ruhlin.
Whitman, 1979. 77-24670. 48p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $5.21 net.
While Paige has used the Shedd Aquarium in Chicago as an example, he also
R describes other kinds of aquariums and much of the text applies to any aquarium.
4-6 Profusely illustrated with photographs, many of which are in color, the book can give
readers a fine introduction both to the beauty and interest of the exhibits and to the
responsibilities of the administrators, collectors, exhibit designers, lecturers, guides,
librarians, and other members of the support staff. The material is adequately orga-
nized: the writing style is straightforward. A glossary and index are included.
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Patent, Dorothy Hinshaw. Butterflies and Moths: How They Function. Holiday House, 1979.
78-20614. 16 0p. illus. $7.95.
A zoologist who has already established herself as one of the major writers of
R science books for young people, Patent has again produced a text that is a model of
7- clarity, accuracy, broad coverage, good organization of material, and an example of
* the scientific approach. Here she examines almost every aspect of lepidopterans:
mating, reproduction, feeding, morphology, physiology, defenses against predators,
life stages, coloration, and the ways in which moths and butterflies, in their various
stages, are considered pests or benefactors by people. A glossary, a divided bibliog-
raphy, and extensive relative index are appended.
Patrick, Douglas. The Stamp Bug: An Illustrated Introduction to Stamp Collecting; by Doug-
las and Mary Patrick. McGraw-Hill, 1979. 95p. illus. $8.95.
A sensible and well-organized text on stamp collecting for beginners stresses the
R fact that expensive equipment is not really needed, and advises against starting with
6- an illustrated album. The Patricks give advice on buying stamps or removing them
from envelopes, sorting and mounting stamps, and on stamps as an investment; they
include a chapter for the advanced collector and an extensive, annotated glossary.
The text, printed in double columns, is written in an informal, conversational style
and lightened by some anecdotes.
Peet, William Bartlett. Cowardly Clyde; written and illus. by Bill Peet. Houghton, 1979.
78-24343. 38p. $8.95.
Clyde is a huge but timid war-horse, and he lives in dread of an encounter with the
R ferocious dragon his owner, the bombastic Sir Galavant, yearns to meet. When the
K-2 knight hears of an ogre that's devastating the countryside, he vows to track the
monster down; Clyde, who quivers at a scarecrow, is terrified. They meet the fero-
cious creature, Clyde gallops off and throws his rider, and the ogre pursues cowardly
Clyde out of the forest and catches him by the tail. But no ogre can bear bright
sunlight, this one hastily retreats to the forest, and Sir Galavant, emerging, declares
victory. Instant hero status for the knight; a facade of bravery for the horse. The tale
is nonsensical, but the combination of swashbuckling knight and anti-hero Clyde, and
the action that ends in victory, should appeal to the read-aloud audience. The writing
is brisk and casual; the illustrations are colorful and vigorous.
Peterson, Esther Allen. Frederick's Alligator; illus. by Susan Natti. Crown, 1979. 78-15597.
28p. $6.95.
Since Frederick has a record of airy claims about keeping wild beasts ("I have a
Ad pet lion in my closet .. .") nobody believes him when he announces that he has an
K-2 alligator-but he does, a baby alligator hatched from an egg he'd found on the
riverside. He brings his pet to school, where it gets lost, after having eaten the
tadpoles and silkworms on the science table. Then Frederick decides he'd better sell
his pet, but there are no buyers, so he takes it back to the river. Then-and this is not
a convincing part of the amiable and mildly humorous story-his mother wonders if
there was, by chance, a real lion in Frederick's closet. Nicely told, and nicely illus-
trated by amusingly detailed drawings that have a zesty quality reminiscent of the
work of Rosemary Wells although not imitative.
Pfeffer, Susan Beth. Starring Peter and Leigh. Delacorte, 1979. 78-72855. 179p. $7.95.
When Leigh's mother and Peter's father marry, Leigh stays in California to finish a
television series and one serious film; she's apprehensive when she joins the others,
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partly because she expects her new stepbrother (who has hemophilia) to be a grouchy
R and demanding invalid and partly because she wants so desperately to lead the life of
7-10 an average suburban high school student. Peter becomes a friend very quickly, and
he's Leigh's principal adviser on how to Make It Big in high school despite the fact
that she's been a well-known child actress. In time, Leigh's accepted as just another
student and even begins dating, but when her father (also an actor) offers her a good
theater contract, she's at a loss. She enjoys the obscurity, the school, and her
friends-but she's missed acting. Pfeffer makes Leigh a believable and sympathetic
character, and the relationship between her and Peter forceful; other characters and
relationships are depicted with skill and perception, particularly those between
young people and adults. There is a reflection of many universal problems of adoles-
cence in Leigh's groping for self-understanding and her indecision about a career, as
well as in her feelings of obligation toward her father, who can only have a part in the
new play if his daughter stars with him. Although Peter has an uncomfortable re-
lationship with his mother, in every way the story implies a mature adjustment to
stepparents; in fact, perhaps the major appeals of the story of teenage readers may be
the warmth and respect in familial relationships and the easy, bantering tone of much
of the dialogue.
Rees, David. Quintin's Man. Nelson, 1979. 78-26308. 128p. $6.95.
Luke, deeply in love with Cheryl, is delighted when her boy friend refuses to help
R her find a strayed horse: together they go to the hill called Quintin's Man (hence the
7-10 title, for Cheryl later tells Luke that it was here she began to care for him) and share a
first kiss. On their first date they become lovers; Luke's father, a widower, is well
aware of this and speaks of it with open acceptance. Knowing how desolate his father
has been since the death of his wife, Luke is determined that he will not commit
himself to a permanent relationship; when his father dies (cardiac arrest) Luke is
taken in by Cheryl's parents, who accept the fact that Luke and Cheryl are lovers
although it disturbs them. The story line is not strong, but the author's compassion
and perception give the book validity, and the consistency of characterization and
nicely crafted writing style amply compensate for absence of a strong plot.
Roy, Ron. Awful Thursday; illus. by Lillian Hoban. Pantheon, 1979. 78-14049. 41p. (1 Am
Reading Books) Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $4.99 net.
If beginning independent readers can ignore the probability that the protagonist
R couldn't tell, by the weight of the bag he was carrying, that his shopping bag held only
1-2 an empty box, they should really enjoy the crisp, humorous dialogue and the familiar
situation of trying to adjust to an Awful Truth. Jack, going home with his teacher's
tape recorder in a bag, stops to retrieve a friend's ball; when he turns back, his bag is
flattened and he's convinced a bus has run over it. The advice of friends and siblings
doesn't help a bit; Jack broods and loses his appetite. And then his teacher calls-just
what he'd been dreading-and apologizes for forgetting to put the tape recorder into
the box she'd given him. O blessed reprieve! The Hoban illustrations add humor, and
the nicely structured story is direct and simple.
Say, Allen. The Ink-Keeper's Apprentice. Harper, 1979. 78-20264. 185p. Trade ed. $7.95;
Library ed. $7.79 net.
The setting is Tokyo, the time is five years after World War II, and thirteen-year-
R old Kiyoi tells the story. His parents are divorced, and the grandmother with whom
7-9 he has lived has given him an allowance so that he can live alone, visiting her weekly.
Kiyoi's ambition to be a cartoonist so impresses Noro Shinpei, Japan's greatest
cartoonist, that he takes the boy on as apprentice. As Kiyoi describes the small
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events of the next few years, he gives a good picture of an adolescent growing toward
maturity: gaining independence, gaining proficiency as an artist, adapting to changing
circumstances, and making the decision to accept his father's offer to move (as Say
did when he was sixteen) to the United States. This is Say's first book for older
children, and although it lacks a strong story line it is full of incidents that give it
vitality, it is smoothly written, and it has strong characterization.
Schmidt, J. H. Getting Along: How To Be Happy With Yourself and Others; by J. H. Schmidt
and Paul G. Neimark. Putnam, 1979. 78-14309. 104p. $6.95.
A book of advice on getting along with parents and peers (with emphasis on the
Ad latter) is filled with common sense and a few platitudes. The authors use two fictional
6-9 characters, a boy and a girl in high school, to illustrate the right and the wrong way to
think about oneself, solve problems, to make and keep friends, to learn to understand
group dynamics, and to cope with failure. They also suggest (one is a physician) some
rules about diet and exercise. Lauri, who has learned how to make friends, is studied
by Bert, who gradually acquires the ability to understand and apply the insight he
gains. Adequately written if rather repetitive, and a bit stodgy if sensible.
Sharmat, Marjorie Weinman. Uncle Boris and Maude; illus. by Sammis McLean. Doubleday,
1979. 78-18565. 62p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $5.90 net.
Rather repetitive two-color illustrations show the antics of two moles; Maude is
Ad busy and happy, her Uncle Boris is bored and jaded. Maude tries ploy after ploy to
1-2 stimulate her uncle, but not until he gets busy repairing the damage done by a visiting
monster does Uncle Boris learn that the answer to boredom is activity, even when
the activity's housework. Slight and a bit purposive, this has less zest and humor than
most of Sharmat's books. It also has one confusing bit of dialogue, when Uncle Boris
asks Maude if he may come to her house to open a gift, is told he may, says, "Oh, it's
a box of cookies!" and then, after getting to Maude's house, "opening the present."
Shreve, Susan. Family Secrets: Five Very Important Stories; illus. by Richard Cuffari. Knopf,
1979. 78-12471. 56p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.99 net.
Five monologues on such serious problems as suicide, death of a pet, old age,
R cheating, and divorce may sound somber and unappealing, but Shreve has managed
3-4 to make them absorbing by having Sammy, the ruminator (who looks to be about nine
or ten in Cuffari's scribbly drawings) be ingenuous, candid, believable, and at times
even funny. The humor is introduced via Sammy's candor about his parents and
siblings, yet the picture emerges of a sensitive child and a loving family. To take one
of the five sections as an example, Sammy is shocked when an aunt and uncle
announce they're getting a divorce and is a bit surprised when his cousin expresses
relief that the fighting will end; he learns that his uncle had been a womanizer and
later realizes that his aunt is happier when she gets a job and makes new friends.
Sammy worries about the possibility of his own parents divorcing and is reassured by
a long bedtime talk. The writing style is excellent, appropriate in its simplicity as a
child's thoughts, honest in treatment and percipient in depicting relationships. Thelr
is one apparent conflict in the first story, "The Death of Giles," which refers on one
page to the dog, Giles, sleeping on a particular spot on Sammy's bed: " ... wher
Giles used to sleep every night of my life since I got that bed .. ." but states that
Sammy found the dog dead in ". .. the downstairs bathroom where he sleeps .. ."
Simon, Norma. We Remember Philip; illus. by Ruth Sanderson. Whitman, 1979. 78-11691.
28p. Trade ed. $5.25; Library ed. $3.94 net.
There have been many good books that interpret a child's adjustment to death,
most frequently the death of a pet, a friend, or a member of the family. Here the focus
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is on children's sympathy for one who is bereaved, as Sam and his classmates mourn
R the death of their teacher's son, a young man they've never met; the class members
2-4 are fond of Mr. Hall, shocked when they learn that his son has died while mountain-
climbing, and not quite comfortable when Mr. Hall returns to school. He's not the
same, and it takes time before he laughs with them, or before he can mention the
name of his son Philip. But one day he does-and when Sam asks if he might see a
picture of Philip, it leads to a showing of slides in class: Philip from babyhood on.
One of the girls suggests that the class plant a tree in memory of Philip, and when that
has taken place, Mr. Hall tells the children how much their concern has helped,
helped ease his grief and helped him have the courage to remember. The pictures are
softly drawn and realistic, appropriate for the quiet and warmth of the story, which
makes a clear but not didactic statement about sharing grief.
Simon, Seymour. Danger From Below; Earthquakes: Past, Present, and Future. Four Winds,
1979. 78-22283. 86p. illus $7.95.
A practiced science writer, Simon is lucid, accurate, and objective in describing
R theories, causes, effects, and measurement of earthquakes. Maps and diagrams are
5-7 useful in supplementing the explanations of where quakes occur, and why, and of the
newest devices and methods for predicting quakes and making it possible to minimize
damages. The material is dramatic, especially in descriptions of some of the terrible
quakes of the past, but the tone is calm, and the book concludes with advice on what
to do if a quake hits and some discussion of future earthquakes. A list of U.S.
earthquakes of 1976 (in more than half the states) and an index are appended.
Southall, Ivan. King of the Sticks. Greenwillow, 1979. 79-10473. 163p. Trade ed. $6.95; Li-
brary ed. $6.67 net.
Alone on an Australian farm with his widowed mother and crippled sister, Custard
Ad (Cuthbert) enjoys a sense of freedom he rarely feels when his tyrannical older brother
6-8 is there. Brother Seth has gone into town, and the other members of the family are
apprehensive about intruders. Custard, who has a reputation for having pyschic
powers (including divining of water and metal) senses a presence, and his mother
comes out armed and shoots at a figure who proves to be an adolescent. Locked in
the house, later, she shoots off her musket indoors when stones are thrown at the
house. When a gang threatens to burn the house down if they can't have Custard,
Mum opens the door so that she can shoot; the gang members rush in and go off,
despite the gun and the slashing sword of Custard's sister, bearing their prize. Taken.
to their lair, Custard learns that they all believe he can find gold for them, a fantasy
engendered by the eccentric lay preacher, Preacher Tom, who is the father of several
of them. Preacher Tom shows up, rescues Custard, rides off with him, and announces
he is not going to take him home. And there the story ends, a fragmented collage that
has some moments of drama, humor, and suspense but that never achieves cohesion.
Southall's writing style is not easy reading for most young people, flowing and ram-
bling, often introspective, halting the movement of the narrative especially when it is
most lyric.
Stolz, Mary Slattery. Go and Catch a Flying Fish. Harper, 1979. 78-21785. 196p. Trade ed.
$7.95; Library ed. $7.89 net.
Taylor is thirteen, Jem ten, and B.J. is four; their father is night chef in a Florida
R restaurant, their mother a free spirit, an extravagant and beautiful woman who hates
6-8 housework and goes off for hours at a time. Sturdy, intelligent, and composed,
Taylor and Jem have adjusted to making meals, caring for B.J., and ignoring the
increasing tempo and rancor of their parents' quarrels. Indeed, comparing their life
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with the regimented pattern of that of their friends, they feel lucky. Their parents are
loving, and they are given freedom and responsibility. They are not, however, pre-
pared for the trauma and bewilderment that comes when their mother decamps,
although it is clear that they will adjust. The rupturing of a family is an old theme in
children's books, but Stolz gives this one vitality by the perceptive depiction of
people and relationships, and by balancing the story line with vivid descriptions of
Jem's and Taylor's interest in the wild life around them.
Storr, Catherine. Winter's End. Harper, 1979. 78-19488. 2 06 p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed.
$7.89 net.
There's a smooth melding of realism and fantasy in this English story, the realism
R prevailing. Rosemary, Bran, and Cary, classmates of undergraduate Philip, come
7-9 with him to the house he's inherited for a working holiday. The house, Winter's End,
is beautiful, but Rosemary feels its coldness; Cary is too occupied with taking charge
of Philip to seem affected. Bran urges Rosemary to share a bed (Philip and Cary are
declared lovers) but she is diffident and unsure; when she does agree, the sexual
relationship is described with restraint. Another pair of guests arrives, and Cary flirts
desperately with one of them, while Philip (a gentle, quiet chap) becomes increas-
ingly hostile and suspicious. Rosemary is sensible and finds it hard to accept her own
conviction that the house is affecting Philip, but her suspicion is borne out by a
villager's stories of Philip's family and by the violence of his final act, locking himself
and a terrified Cary into their bedroom. The story ends with a solution that is, within
the parameters of the fantasy element, logical; while the fantasy gives the story color
and impetus, it is the realistic problems and relationships that give it substance, and
the latter are presented with depth and perception.
Strete, Craig Kee. When Grandfather Journeys into Winter; illus. by Hal Frenck.
Greenwillow, 1979. 78-14830. 86p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.67 net.
The story of a native American child, Little Thunder, and the old man Tayhua,
Ad who is his grandfather and who has also served as father and teacher to the boy.
3-4 Tayhua, with his caustic wit and wry humor, scorns the white man but concedes that
Little Thunder must learn what he can in the white man's school. Tayhua watches
other men, white and Indian, try for five hundred dollars as a reward for riding a
dangerous, untamed horse; he tells the white owner that he will ride the horse if he
can have the animal rather than the money. In a magnificent display of courage and
tenacity, he breaks the horse, but the ride is difficult and Tayhua old and frail-and
he dies. The story is adequately written, believable and in part exciting, but it is not
smooth; the plot breaks down into separate segments: the talk between the grand-
father and child about the white man's values and the need for schooling, the long
scene in the corral, and the final scene in which Little Thunder tearfully sits by his
dying grandfather's bedside to have a last talk and to understand that death is a part
of life, as Tayhua calmly anticipates his own death, his journey into winter.
Sutcliff, Rosemary. Song for a Dark Queen. T. Y. Crowell, 1979. 78-19514. 176p. Trade ed.
$7.95; Library ed. $7.89 net.
The dark queen is Boudicca (Boadicea) and her story is told by an old harpist,
R Cadwan, who reminisces about her life and the fate of her people, the Iceni, during
7-10 the time of Roman occupation. Cadwan had been her father's harpist, and rmeme-
bered the Lady Boudicca as an imperious little girl, motherless at the age of four, wed
to a man she spurned, raging and vengeful when her father was killed in battle,
learning late in marriage to love her husband. And, last, as she is remembered in
history, as the warrior-queen. Sutcliff is superb, as always, at bringing historical
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details into the story so smoothly that they are an integral part of the narrative fabric;
her characters are strongly drawn and consistent in their actions and their reactions
to events. Cadwan's account ends with Boudicca's defeat and her chosen death: "A
long while since, I heard the women keening. Not any more. Nothing any more."
Thomas, lanthe. Hi, Mrs. Mallory! illus. by Ann Toulmin-Rothe. Harper, 1979. 78-3013. 47p.
Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.79 net.
Li'l Bits is the teller of the story about her friendship with old Mrs. Mallory; every
Ad day after school the young black girl and her white friend would talk, draw, have
K-3 delicious snacks, and tell stories. Li'l Bits' mother thought the old woman's house a
shambles (dirt floor, cardboard windows) and Mrs. Mallory a foolish old woman who
told her daughter silly tales, but she was gentle and understanding when she had to
tell Li'l Bits that her friend had died. It's nice to have a story of friendship between
generations, nice to have a story about a black child whose problems aren't ethnic,
but as a story this isn't substantial: there's little direction, and the adjustment to
death is handled in slight fashion, for the child cries when told, then adopts one of
Mrs. Mallory's dogs. The illustrations, two-color pencil and wash, are simply com-
posed on some pages, cluttered on others.
Townson, Duncan. Muslim Spain. Lerner, 1979. 78-56805. 51p. illus. $4.95.
First published in England in 1973 as part of The Cambridge Introduction to the
Ad History of Mankind: Topic Book, this is printed in double-columns of very small type,
6- the pages broken by many black and white photographs and some diagrams and
drawings. The text describes the period (8th to 15th century) when Muslims invaded
the Iberian peninsula, dominating its culture, driving out the Visigoths who ruled
Spain, and using the country as a base for raids into France. The book gives a fairly
comprehensive picture of life in Arabic Spain: the life-styles of rich and poor, the
richness of public buildings, religious life, treatment of minorities, the sophistication
of science, arts, and medicine and the development of crafts and trades. The book
concludes with a description of the rise of the Christian princes and the collapse of
Muslim Spain in 1492, when the combined might of Aragon and Castile, united by the
marriage of Ferdinand and Isabella, captured the last stronghold, Granada. A glos-
sary, an index, and a list of English words derived from Arabic are provided for a text
that is well organized, almost scholarly in tone, and-while accurate and
informative-rather difficult to read because of the small type and density of print.
Unstead, R. J., ed. See Inside a Castle; illus. by Dan Escott, Brian Lewis, and Richard Hook.
Warwick, 1979. 78-63163. 29p. $6.90.
Although the pages are crowded with insets, illustrations, and long captions in
R italics, the book gives a great deal of accurate information, covering castle architec-
5-7 ture and the details of daily life and wartime activities, the roles of the members of the
household, amusements, and other facets of life in a medieval castle. Comprehen-
sive, and far more detailed than one might expect in a book of such brevity. The
illustrations are varied and profuse; a glossary and an index are included.
Wagner, Jenny. Aranea: A Story About a Spider; illus. by Ron Brooks. Bradbury, 1978.
78-55212. 32p. $6.95.
Beautifully detailed pen-and-ink drawings, outstanding in their textural variation
R and composition, are set off by ample white space to illustrate a text that has a quality
K-3 of quiet that is nicely appropriate for the patient persistence of a spider as she
laboriously creates, over and over, the small perfection of a web. Aranea floats down
to a bush and takes refuge in a curled leaf from which she emerges each night to spin a
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web and break it, spin again and destroy again. Her great adventure is being blown
about in a storm, getting into a house and escaping, and reaching the security of her
own silk-lined, curling leaf. And again, spinning, "First the cross piece / then the
frame / then round and round the long spiral. Until it was perfect," the book con-
cludes.
Webster's New World Dictionary for Young Readers. Rev. ed. Collins/World, 1979. 78-59178.
880p. illus. $9.95.
Save for some added material (maps, a chronology of "American" events, a two-
R page spread on "Weather and Cloud Patterns," etc.) and the provision of exercises in
4-6 usage of the dictionary, this is fairly standard fare; the letter-by-letter arrangement of
words is preceded by explanations of pronunciation, special features, abbreviations,
stress marks, and so on. Synonyms and derivations are printed against a block of
color light enough in hue so that the words are easily discernible; each page carries
guide words at the top; each recto page carries a letter guide and the repeat of a
phonetic guide to double-letter combinations and vowel pronunciation. While there
are some flexible practices ("duty" may be pronounced "doot'e" or "dyoot'-e" with
neither listed as preferred) and some arguable pronunciations (are the vowel sounds
in "car" and "lot" or in "law" and "horn" really identical?) this is, on the whole, as
explicit and as easy to use as most dictionaries that are designed for the middle
grades, although the etymology given is often superficial and the sparsity of di-
acritical marks will not prepare children for use of more sophisticated dictionaries.
While the addenda may seem superfluous, they detract little from the body of the
work.
Westall, Robert. The Devil On the Road. Greenwillow, 1979. 79-10427. 24 5p. Trade ed. $6.95;
Library ed. $6.67 net.
There's a solid base of realism for this time-slip fantasy, and Westall has deftly
R incorporated an element of mystery into a story that has drama and suspense, a bit of
7- history, and more than a trace of the occult. The attention-catching beginning is "My
name's John Webster, and I'm on a drug." John's a student at University College in
London, and his drug is chance: refuting the patterned security of the adults about
him, John wants to drift, to take chances. With vacation and a motorbike, he goes off,
participating unexpectedly en route in a mock-battle between Roundheads and
Cavaliers. But there are puzzling aspects to the re-enactment; some of the fighting
seems serious. John is invited by a gentleman farmer to stay in his barn and earn his
keep-and that's the beginning of John's puzzled search for a lost room to which he
can find no access, to trips back in time to the 17th century, to involvement in the life
of young Mistress Johanna Vavasour, a gentlewoman determined to fight the witch-
hunter Matthew Hopkins (a true and venal person) and to the problem of adjusting to
Johanna when he brings her back to his own time. Nicely constructed, this is both an
interesting foray into the credulity and hysteria of Hopkins' victims and a fast-paced
adventure story.
White, Florence Meiman. Escape! The Life of Harry Houdini; illus. with photographs. Mess-
ner, 1979. 78-26248. 112p. $7.29.
Few young conjurors could resist a biography about so famous a magician, and the
Ad added appeals of poor-boy-makes-good and theatrical atmosphere should also attract
4-6 other readers. The book is weakened, however, by the flat writing style and by a
great deal of fictionalization, particularly in dialogue. One of a large family of Jewish
immigrants, Ehrich Weiss left his job ($3 per week) in a necktie factory when he was
seventeen and announced to his startled family that he was going into show business.
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He changed his name, rehearsed a magic act, and had years of struggle before an
astute vaudeville scout advised Houdini to drop the magic and concentrate on escape
tricks. There's some material about the magician's personal life, but most of the book
focuses on the various tricks he did, explaining many of them and stressing Houdini's
diligence in practicing and his ingenuity in inventing new tricks. While White makes
Houdini's conceit and drive clear, the tone of the writing verges on the adulatory. An
index is appended.
Williams, Barbara. Hello, Dandelions; written and illus. with photographs by Barbara Wil-
liams. Holt, 1979. 78-14088. 29p. $5.95.
Black and white photographs of dandelions, a small girl, and a toy bear illustrate a
M read-aloud text that includes some facts about dandelions as food, some about struc-
K-2 ture and reproduction but by no means all such facts, and emphasizes concepts about
dandelions being decorative plants that are worth close observation. The text is
weakened by the fact that it's diffuse and by the rather coy appeal to a child's sense
of play: "There are lots more dandelion games. . . When you are through, you will
be ready for Lesson 3, which is called Sharing Dandelions with Someone Who
Doesn't Understand Them," or "To some people dandelions smell like nice old
sleeping bags or Fourth of July picnics. But no two people smell the same things
when they smell dandelions."
Wise, William. Monsters from Outer Space; illus. by Richard Cuffari. Putnam, 1979. 77-16504.
47p. $5.29.
Striking black and white drawings illustrate a crisp, direct discussion of the many
R ways in which people are led to observe-or think they observe-unidentified flying
3-4 objects: unfamiliar flying craft, illusions of light, astronomical bodies such as meteors
or Venus when it is low on the horizon. There is much less sensationalism here than
in most books on the subject; Wise points out that some of the observers seek
publicity, that some are suffering from delusions, and that some who are quite honest
have simply not been able to account for the objects they have seen or photographed.
He leaves the door open, but doesn't ask readers to share credulity.
Wolf, Bernard. In This Proud Land: the Story of a Mexican American Family; written and
illus. with photographs by Bernard Wolf. Lippincott, 1978. 78-9680. 96p. $8.95.
Over half the space in this photo-documentary is used for photographs, all of
R excellent quality and ranging from candid shots of members of the Hernandez family
6-9 to outdoor shots (some are spectacular) and action shots. Wolf describes the life of
arduous work, the strong bonds within the family, the parental pride in their chil-
dren's academic achievements, and the faith and diligence that helps the Hernandez
clan cope with the uncertainties of migrant employment and bias. Mexican-
Americans living in Texas, the family typifies the pioneer virtues of cooperation,
industry, courage, and self-reliance; that their obstacles are prejudice and poverty
rather than hazards of the wilderness does not negate the comparison. Wolf records
their joys, problems, aspirations, and compromises with appreciation for individual
personalities and with affectionate respect for the family group. His writing is
straightforward, objective, and candid.
Woodward, Ian. Ballet and the Dance; illus. by Peter Revitt. Chatto, 1979. 64p. $2.95.
First published in England in 1967, this brief overview begins with a history of the
R dance (including the "war dances of the Red Indians of North America .. .") and
5-7 goes on to discuss the components of ballet, the qualities that contribute to the
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artistry of the individual dancer, and the ways in which choreographers may plan for
the particular qualities of the ballerina or the danseur noble. Separate chapters de-
scribe the work of choreographers, musicians, and designers of sets or costumes. The
chapter on "Some Famous Ballets" is knowledgeably written but skims the body of
established ballets; Woodward does better in descriptions of ballet steps and posi-
tions and in a useful chapter on "Seeing Ballet for the First Time." Brief, but more
analytical than most books on ballet for children, this has illustrations that are more
informative than polished, and the index is in very small print.
Wrightson, Patricia. The Dark Bright Water. Atheneum, 1979. 78-8793. 223p. $7.95.
In a sequel to The Ice Is Coming (reviewed in the February, 1978 issue) Wirrun, the
R young aborigine hero of the first book, is called again to the Australian countryside,
7-9 where strange things are happening. Restless spirits are abroad, and Wirrun must
search for the cause, for those spirits whose homes are being invaded are troubled.
Wirrun finds the source, the restless and unhappy Yunggamurra, a water spirit, who
has been swept from her home and is vengeful in her anger. Wirrun loses his best
friend and companion in his long search, but he gains love when a ceremonial fire
changes the Yunggamurra into a woman, and he knows why he has responded all
along to the strange and haunting melody calling him to the bright water. As before,
Wrightson constructs a compelling tale, meshing fantasy and realism artfully, and
making the world of Australia's mythical creatures real and potent. Fine writing.
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the Very Young. 112.
COLLIER. Winter Hero. 97.
COLMAN. Rachel's Legacy. 112.
.Tell Me No Lies. 25.
Color. Branley. 24.
Complete Fairy Tales of George MacDonald.
MacDonald. 196.
CONAWAY. Manos: South American Crafts for
Children. 133.
CONE. Call Me Moose. 6.
Confidence Man. Garfield. 114.
CONFORD. Hail, Hail Camp Timberwood. 97.
CONKLIN. Black Widow Spider-Danger! 187.
. Praying Mantis. 75.
CONN. Crazy to Fly. 6.
Conquista! Bulla and Syson. 95.
CONSTANT. Does Anybody Care About Lou
Emma Miller? 187.
COOK, F. City Cop. 187.
COOK, M. To Walk on Two Feet. 41.
COONEY. Wobbly Tooth. 97.
CORBETT. Foolish Dinosaur Fiasco. 26.
COREN. Arthur the Kid. 26.
SBuffalo Arthur. 75.
.--. Lone Arthur. 75.
CORMIER. After the First Death. 172.
COSNER. American Cowgirls. 42.
Cousins Are Special. Goldman. 153.
COVILLE. Foolish Giant. 76.
Cowardly Clyde. Peet. 198.
Crazy Eights. Dana. 77.
Crazy to Fly. Conn. 6.
Creep. Dodson. 189.
CRESSWELL. Bagthorpes Unlimited. 59.
CREWS. Freight Train. 98.
Crocuses Were Over, Hitler Was Dead. Symons.
145.
CROMPTON. Woman's Place. 76.
CROOK. Fair Annie of Old Mule Hollow. 98.
Crossing the Line. Hooks. 138.
Crucible Year. Johnston. 177.
Cry From the Earth: Music of the North Ameri-
can Indians. Bierhorst. 186.
Crybaby. Hann. 155.
CUNNINGHAM. Tuppenny. 112.
CURRY. Bassumtyte Treasure. 6.
CUSAK. Ivan the Great. 76.
CUYLER. Jewish Holidays. 77.
DAHL. Enormous Crocodile. 134.
DANA. Crazy Eights. 77.
Danger From Below; Earthquakes: Past, Present,
and Future. Simon. 201.
Dangers of Noise. Kavaler. 64.
DANZIGER. Can You Sue Your Parents fqr
Malpractice? 172.
Dark Bright Water. Wrightson. 206.
DARLING. Mystery in Santa's Toyshop. 59.
David and Dog. Hughes. 82.
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DAVIS, B. Mr. Lincoln's Whiskers. 188.
DAVIS, O. Escape to Freedom: a Play About
Young Frederick Douglass. 77.
DAVIS, P. Ned. 77.
DAWOOD, ad. Tales from the Arabian Nights.
78.
Day in the Life of a Veterinarian. Jaspersohn.
139.
Day of the Blizzard. Moskin. 141.
DE MARE. London's River: the Story of a City.
173.
DE PAOLA. Bill and Pete. 78.
-- , ad. Christmas Pageant. 60.
-- , ad. Clown of God. 60.
-- , illus. Pancakes for Breakfast. 6.
Deadly Mandrake. Callen. 4.
DEAN. Fire: How Do They Fight It? 42.
DELAGE. ABC Christmas. 26.
. ABC Santa Claus. 26.
DEMUTH. City Horse. 173.
Detective Book. Walt Disney Productions. 38.
Devil in Vienna. Orgel. 70.
Devil On the Road. Westall. 204.
Devilhorn. Bonham. 23.
Devil's Tail. Valen. 147.
Devil's Workshop. Marcuse. 196.
Diary of the Boy King Tut-Ankh-Amen. Reig.
161.
Diary of the Strawbridge Place. Jacob. 10.
Dinah and the Green Fat Kingdom. Holland. 138.
Dinosaur My Darling. Hurd. 82.
Dinosaurs and People: Fossils, Facts, and Fan-
tasies. Pringle. 160.
Dirty Politics: From 1776 to Watergate. Dorman.
152.
Discovering the Mysterious Egret. Scott. 106.
Disease Detectives. Berger. 23.
Displaced Person. Bloch. 130.
DIXON. Lester. 188.
.Marie. 188.
DODSON. Creep. 189.
Does Anybody Care About Lou Emma Miller?
Constant. 187.
DOLAN. Dorothy Hamill. 189.
. Gun Control. 113.
- . Janet Guthrie, First Woman Driver at In-
dianapolis. 27.
Donkey Ysabel. Van Woerkom. 165.
Doomsday Gang. Platt. 70.
Door. O'Hanlon. 49.
DORMAN. Dirty Politics: From 1776 to Water-
gate. 152.
Dorothy Hamill. Dolan. 189.
DOTY. Monday Horses. 7.
DOWDEN. State Flowers. 78.
Down the Road. Lesikin. 158.
Downtown Fairy Godmother. Pomerantz. 70.
DRABBLE. For Queen and Country: Britain in
the Victorian Age. 173.
Dragondrums. McCaffrey. 195.
Draw 50 Famous Faces. Ames. 58.
Dread Diseases. Tully. 91.
Dream Eater. Garrison. 135.
Dream of Dark Harbor. Kotzwinkle. 194.
Dream of the Dinosaurs. Hodgetts. 82.
Dreams & Drummers. Smith. 35.
Dreamwold Castle. Hightower. 118.
Drought on Ziax II. Morressy. 49.
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DU BOIS. Forbidden Forest. 78.
DUMAS, ad. Nutcracker. 153.
Dumb Old Casey Is a Fat Tree. Bottner. 170.
DUNBAR. Mental Retardation. 79.
DUNCAN. Killing Mr. Griffin. 27.
DURAN. Kindling. 189.
Each Peach Pear Plum. Ahlberg. 185.
Ed Emberley's ABC. Emberley. 7.
Eddie's Menagerie. Haywood. 81.
Eddie Spaghetti. Frascino. 7.
Edith Jackson. Guy. 116.
Edwardian Christmas. Goodall, illus. 61.
Egg is to Sit On. Tanz. 20.
Egyptian and Sudanese Folk-tales. Mitchnik, ad.
181.
Eisenberg. Mitzvah is Something Special. 79.
Ella of All-of-a-Kind Family. Taylor. 37.
EMBERLEY. Ed Emberley's ABC. 7.
Emily's Bunch. Numeroff and Richter. 85.
Empty World. Christopher. 5.
Encounter. Ruckman. 71.
ENGEL. Ride the Pine Sapling. 134.
Ennead. Mark. 68.
Enormous Crocodile. Dahl. 134.
EPSTEIN. Secret in a Sealed Bottle: Lazzaro
Spallanzani's Work with Microbes. 189.
ERDOES. Native Americans: Navajos. 190.
ERNST. Charlie's Pets. 60.
Escape! The Life of Harry Houdini. White. 204.
Escape to Freedom: a Play About Young
Federick Douglass. Davis. 77.
ESTES. Lost Umbrella of Kim Chu. 113.
EVANSEN. Flea Market Mystery. 7.
Everett Anderson's Nine Month Long. Clifton.
132.
EVSLIN. Heraclea. 27.
Exploring the Great Swamp. Laycock. 158.
Face at the Brillstone Window. Heide. 176.
FACKLAM. Wild Animals, Gentle Women. 79.
Fair Annie of Old Mule Hollow. Crook. 98.
Family Scrapbook. Goffstein. 61.
Family Secrets: Five Very Important Stories.
Shreve. 200.
FARBER. How the Left-Behind Beasts Built
Ararat. 27.
FARTHING. Mystical Beast. 42.
Father Figure. Peck. 86.
Fatlips. Wesker. 127.
FEAGLES. Sophia Scarlotti and Ceecee. 190.
Fear at Brillstone. Heide. 81.
FEGELY. World of Freshwater Fish. 43.
FENNER. Skates of Uncle Richard. 113.
Fifteen Plays for Teen-Agers. Murray, comp.
197.
Fifth Day. Steele, ed. 36.
Find a Stranger, Say Goodbye. Lowry. 33.
Fine, Soft Day. Forman. 153.
Fire: How Do They Fight It? Dean. 42.
FIRMIN. Basil Brush Gets a Medal. 79.
First Look at Animals With Backbones. Selsal
and Hunt. 163.
First Two Lives of Lukas-Kasha. Alexander. 57.
FISCHLER. Kings of the Rink. 134.
Fish Hatches. Cole. 133.
FISHER. Alphabet Art: Thirteen ABCs fmma
Around the World. 134.
- . Noonan. 60.
Fishing Talk for Beginners. Liss. 33.
FITZHUGH. I Am Five. 98.
- . Sport. 191.
Flea Market Mystery. Evansen. 7.
FLEISCHMAN. Humbug Mountain. 113.
FLEMING. Trapped on the Golden Flyer. 42.
Flight of the Fox. Murphy. 142.
Fly Like an Eagle and Other Stories. Van Steen-
wyk. 165.
FODOR. What to Eat and Why: the Science of
Nutrition. 135.
FOLEY. Tackle 22, 135.
Foolish Dinosaur Fiasco. Corbett. 26.
Foolish Giant. Coville. 76.
For Queen and Country: Britain in the Victorian
Age. Drabble. 173.
FORBES. International Velvet. 114.
Forbidden Forest. Du Bois. 78.
Forgotten Bear. Joerns. 45.
FORMAN. Fine, Soft Day. 153.
Four Girls on a Homestead. Brink. 95.
Four Scary Stories. Johnston. 64.
FOX. Little Swineherd and Other Tales. 43.
Fox. Sheehan. 106.
Fox Steals Home. Christopher. 96.
FRADIN. Bad Luck Tony. 61.
FRASCINO. Eddie Spaghetti. 7.
Frederick's Alligator. Peterson. 198.
FREEDMAN. Getting Born. 80.
FREEMAN. Pocket for Courduroy. 8.
Freight Train. Crews. 98.
FRENCH. Hunt the Thimble. 153.
FRESCHET. Bernard of Scotland Yard. 135.
FRIEDLAND. White Kikuyu, Louis S. B.
Leakey. 83.
From Settlement to City. Barker. 130.
From Spring to Spring. Uttley. 91.
FROMAN. Greatest Guessing Game; A Book
About Dividing. 27.
FROMMER. Martial Arts: Judo and Karate. 173.
FROST. Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Eve-
ning. 114.
Full Circle; Rounding Out a Life. Munzer. 102.
GACKENBACH. Pig Who Saw Everything. 28.
GANTOS. Worse Than Rotten, Ralph. 98.
Garbage Delight. Lee. 140.
GARDNER. Children of the Wild. 25.
GARFIELD. Confidence Man. 114.
GARNER. Aimer Gate. 191.
- Granny Reardun. 115.
.Stone Book. 115.
- Tom Fobble's Day. 174.
GARRIGUE. Between Friends. 28.
GARRISON. Dream Eater. 135.
GAUCH. Green of Me. 98.
.On to Widecombe Fair. 28.
GAULT. Thin Ice. 80.
Gay; What You Should Know About Homosexu-
ality. Hunt. 31.
GEIBEL. Blond Brother. 174.
GENNARO. Small Worlds Close Up. 44.
GEORGE. Wounded Wolf. 80.
GERSON. Passing Through. 115.
GESSNER. To See a Witch. 115.
Get-Away Car. Clymer. 97.
Getting Along: How To Be Happy With Yourself
and Others. Schmidt. 200.
Getting Born. Freedman. 80.
Getting Free. Hinton. 176.
Getting Rid of Roger. Matthews. 14.
Giant Poems. Wallace, ed. 147.
Gigantic Joke Book. Rosenbloom. 71.
GILBREATH. Antlers to Radar: How Animals
Defend Themselves. 153.
GILFOND. New Ice Age. 80.
GILSON. Harvey the Beer Can King. 43.
GIPSON. Little Arliss. 28.
GIRION. Boy with the Special Face. 29.
. Joshua, the Czar, and the Chicken Bone
Wish. 136.
Girl Who Loved Wild Horses. Goble. 116.
GITLER. Ice Hockey A to Z. 8.
GLAZER. All About Your Name, Anne. 116.
GLUBOK. Art of the Southeastern Indians. 29.
-- Art of the Vikings. 136.
. Mummy of Ramose. 8.
Go and Catch a Flying Fish. Stolz. 201.
Go To Bed! A Book of Bedtime Poems. Hopkins,
comp. 177.
GOBLE. Girl Who Loved Wild Horses. 116.
GODDEN. Kindle of Kittens. 191.
- . Rocking-Horse Secret. 8.
Gods in Winter. Miles. 48.
GOFFSTEIN. Family Scrapbook. 61.
- . My Noah's Ark. 136.
Golden Dragon. Loeper. 102.
GOLDIN. Shape of Water. 174.
GOLDMAN. Cousins Are Special. 153.
GOLDSTON. Next Year in Jerusalem. 29.
. Road Between the Wars: 1918-1941. 154.
GOODALL, illus. Edwardian Christmas. 61.
--. Story of an English Village. 154.
Goodbye, Chicken Little. Byars. 171.
Goodbye Summer. Bonsall. 131.
GORDON. Monster in the Mailbox. 136.
GRABER. Little Breathing Room. 43.
GRAHAM. Whale Watch. 30.
Grandmother. Baker. 150.
Grandpa, Me and Our House in the Tree. Kirk.
157.
Granny Reardun. Garner. 115.
Grasshopper on the Road. Lobel. 102.
Gray Ghosts of Taylor Ridge. Shura. 18.
Greatest Guessing Game; A Book About Divid-
ing. Froman. 27.
Great-Grandfather, the Baby and Me. Knotts.
121.
Great Song Book. John, ed. 83.
GREEN. Nicky's Lopsided, Lumpy but Deli-
cious Orange. 116.
Green of Me. Gauch. 98.
GREENE. I and Sproggy. 81.
GREENFELD. Passover. 9.
--- . Sumer Is Icumen In: Our Ever-Changing
Language. 62.
GREENFIELD. I Can Do It by Myself. 33.
GREENWALD. Atrocious Two. 9.
GREENWOOD. Pack of Dreams. 192.
Gregory Griggs and Other Nursery Rhyme Peo-
ple. Mother Goose. Lobel, comp. and illus.15.
GRIESE. Wind is Not a River. 137.
GRILLONE. Small Worlds Close Up. 44.
GRIMES. Something on My Mind. 30.
GRIMM. Bearskinner. 99.
--- . Brothers Grimm Popular Folk Tales. 81.
-- . Cinderella. 154.
---. Twelve Dancing Princesses. 137.
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GROHSKOPF. Blood & Roses. 154.
GROSVENOR. Zoo Babies. 155.
Groundhog's Horse. Rockwood. 17.
Growing Older. Ancona. 110.
Growing Up Guilty. Schwartz. 53.
Gun Control. Dolan. 113.
GUY. Edith Jackson. 116.
HAAS. Bears Upstairs. 44.
Haddock McCraddock. Smith. 163.
Hail, Hail Camp Timberwood. Conford. 97.
HALLER. What's That? 156.
Halo Wind. St. George. 105.
HAMILTON. Justice and Her Brothers. 9.
HANCOCK. Theodore Roosevelt. 30.
HANLON. It's Too Late for Sorry. 99.
HANN. Crybaby. 155.
Hanukah Money. Sholem. 87.
Happy Birthday, Sam. Hutchins. 83.
Happy Endings Are All Alike. Scoppettone. 86.
HARDING. Misplaced Persons. 174.
HARDY. Our Exploits at West Poley. 155.
Harpist in the Wind. McKillip. 196.
HARRIS. Mystery at the Edge of Two Worlds.
62.
HART. Is There Any Way Out of Sixth Grade?
117.
Harvey the Beer Can King. Gilson. 43.
HASKINS. Who Are the Handicapped? 44.
Haunted House. Hughes. 45.
Haunting of Kildoran Abbey. Bunting. 24.
HAUTZIG. Hey Dollface. 30.
HAWKINS. Lion Under Her Bed. 175.
Hawks of Chelney. Jones. 45.
HAYES, G. Patrick Comes to Puttyville and
Other Stories. 117.
HAYES, R. Secret Army. 137.
HAYES, S. Carousel Horse. 175.
HAYMAN. Thirteen Who Vanished: True
Stories of Mysterious Disappearances. 175.
HAYWOOD. Eddie's Menagerie. 81.
Head Over Wheels. Kingman. 120.
HEARNE. Home. 175.
HEIDE. Banana Twist. 137.
. Face at the Brillstone Window. 176.
. Fear at Brillstone. 81.
-- . Secret Dreamer, Secret Dreams. 117.
Hello, Dandelions. Williams. 205.
Henrietta and the Day of the Iguana. Rosen. 52.
Heraclea. Evslin. 27.
Here is Your Career: Airline Pilot. Stilley. 145.
HERZIG. Word to the Wise. 118.
HESS. Amazing Earthworm. 176.
---. Life Begins for Puppies. 44.
Hey Dollface. Hautzig. 30.
Hi, Jock, Run around the Block. Kahn. 31.
Hi, Mrs. Mallory! Thomas. 203.
HICKMAN, J. Zoar Blue. 62.
HICKMAN, M. My Friend William Moved
Away. 176.
Highest Hit. Willard. 56.
HIGHTOWER. Dreamwold Castle. 118.
HIGHWATER. Many Smokes, Many Moons. A
Chronology of American Indian History
Through Indian Art. 30.
HILDICK. Case of the Secret Scribbler. 63.
HINTON. Getting Free. 176.
HIRSH. Potato Pancakes. All Around: A
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Hanukkah Tale. 138.
HITZ, ad. Lu Pan, the Carpenter's Apprentice.
10.
HOBAN, L. Arthur's Prize Reader. 99.
HOBAN, R. Arthur's New Power. 31.
. Twenty Elephant Restaurant. 10.
HOBAN, T. Is It Red? Is It Yellow? Is It Blue?
82.
HOBERMAN. House is a House for Me. 155.
HOBZEK. We Came a-Marching... 1, 2, 3. 118.
HODGES. Plain Lane Christmas. 63.
HODGETTS. Dream of the Dinosaurs. 82.
HOFF. Boss Tweed and the Man Who Drew
Him. 156.
HOFFMAN, ad. Nutcracker. 153.
HOKE, comp. Terrors, Torments and Traumas.
45.
Holiday for August. Lewi. 13.
HOLLAND. Dinah and the Green Fat Kingdom.
138.
HOLZ. Make It and Sell It. 63.
Home. Hearne. 175.
HOOKS. Crossing the Line. 138.
HOOPLE, comp. As I Saw It: Women Who
Lived the American Adventure. 119.
HOOVER. Lost Star. 119.
HOPF. Biography of a Giraffe. 119.
. Biography of a Snowy Owl. 192.
HOPKINS, comp. Go To Bed! A Book of Bed-
time Poems. 177.
-- . Wonder Wheels. 177.
Horatio Goes to the Country. Clymer. 111.
House is a House for Me. Hoberman. 155.
House of Five Bears. Jameson. 100.
How Did We Find Out About Black Holes?
Asimov. 169.
How the Left-Behind Beasts Built Ararat.
Farber. 27.
How to Play Better Soccer. Jackson. 11.
How to Understand Soccer. Oiney. 85.
How Your Mother and Father Met, and What
Happened After. Tobias. 91.
HOWARD. Out of Step with the Dancers. 10.
HOWE. Bunnicula: A Rabbit-Tale of Mystery.
192.
HUGHES. David and Dog. 82.
- . aunted House. 45.
- Moving Molly. 177.
Human Engineering; Marvel or Menace? Lan-
gone. 12.
Human Rights: A Global Crisis. Loescher. 195.
Humbug Mountain. Fleischman. 113.
HUNT, J. First Look at Animals with Back-
bones. 163.
HUNT, M. Gay: What You Should Know about
Homosexuality. 31.
Hunt the Thimble. French. 153.
HUNTER. Third Eve. 139.
HURD. Dinosaur My Darling. 82.
HUTCHINS. Happy Birthday, Sam. 83.
HYDE. Know About Alcohol. 119.
"I Am Cherry Alive," the Little Girl Sang.
Schwartz. 162.
I Am Five. Fitzhugh. 98.
I and Sproggy. Greene. 81.
I Can Do It by Myself. Little and Greenfield. 33.
I Can Read with My Eyes Shut! Seuss. 106.
I Can Squash Elephants: A Masai Tale About
Monsters. Carrick. 75.
I Hate It. Schlein. 72.
I Should Worry, I Should Care. Chaikin. 171.
I, Tut: The Boy Who Became Pharaoh. Schlein.
126.
Ice Hockey A to Z. Gitler. 8.
If You Are Silenced, I Will Speak for You. Lang.
101.
If You Love Me, Let Me Go. Johnston. 63.
Ike and Mama and the Once-a-year Suit. Snyder,
35.
I'll Take Care of the Crocodiles. Mahlqvist, ad.
159.
In Search of the Petroglyph. McAulay. 141.
In the Circle of Time. Anderson. 185.
In the Morning Mist. Lapp. 32.
In This Proud Land: the Story of a Mexican
American Family. Wolf. 205.
Inn-Keeper's Apprentice. Say. 199.
Insect Pets. Stevens, 36.
Insects, the Creeping Conquerors and Human
History. Ritchie. 182.
International Velvet. Forbes. 114.
Invisible Magic. Beresford. 23.
Iron Road: a Portrait of American Railroading.
Snow. 144.
Is It Red? Is It Yellow? Is It Blue? Hoban. 82.
Is There Any Way Out of Sixth Grade? Hart. 117.
ISADORA. Ben's Trumpet. 192.
Island of Wild Horses. Scott. 126.
It. Mayne. 84.
It Ain't All for Nothin'. Myers. 84.
It Can't Hurt Forever. Singer. 88.
It, Us, and the Others. Churchill. 172.
ITALIANO, Sleighs: the Gentle Transportation.
120.
It's Crazy to Stay Chinese in Minnesota. Tele-
maque. 145.
It's Too Late for Sorry. Hanlon. 99.
Ivan the Great. Cusack. 76.
JACKSON, C. How to Play Better Soccer. I1.
JACKSON, R. Reggie Jackson's Scrapbook. 31.
JACOB. Diary of the Strawbridge Place. 10.
JAMES. What Do You Mean by "Average"? 83.
JAMESON. House of Five Bears. 100.
Janet at School. White. 128.
Janet Guthrie, First Woman Driver at In-
dianapolis. Dolan and Lyttle. 27.
JANICE. Mr. and Mrs. Button's Wonderful
Watchdogs. 120.
JASPERSOHN. Day in the Life of a Veterinar-
ian. 139.
JENKINS. World of Ghosts. 139.
Jennifer. Waide. 147.
Jennifer's New Chair. Bible. 3.
Jenny and the Tennis Nut. Schulman. 18.
JENSEN. What's that? 156.
Jewish Holidays. Cuyler. 77.
Jim. Bornstein. 24.
Ji-nongo-nongo Means Riddles. Aardema. 57.
JOCHNOWITZ. Careers in Medicine for the
New Woman. 11.
JOERNS. Forgotten Bear. 45.
JOHN, ed. Great Song Book. 83.
John Brown, ltose and the Midnight Cat.
Wagner. 38.
JOHNSON, E. V.D. 100.
JOHNSON, J. My First Book of Things. 193.
JOHNSTON, N. Crucible Year. 177.
--- . If You Love Me, Let Me Go. 63.
--- . Swallow's Song. 11.
JOHNSTON, T. Four Scary Stories. 64.
JONES, A. Hawks of Chelney. 45.
JONES, D. Your Book of Anglo-Saxon England.
156.
JONES, M. Cast Down the Stars. 100.
Joseph and the Snake. Berson. 150.
Joshua, the Czar, and the Chicken Bone Wish.
Girion. 136.
Journey Home. Uchida. 146.
Just Some Weeds from the Wilderness. Beatty. 2.
Justice and Her Brothers. Hamilton. 9.
KAHN. Hi, Jock, Run around the Block. 31.
KAMERMAN, ed. On Stage for Christmas. 64.
KAMIEN. What If You Couldn't? A Book About
Special Needs. 178.
KANETZKE. Trains and Railroads. 178.
Kangaroos. Stonehouse. 54.
Kangaroos, Koalas, and other Marsupials.
Rabinowich. 104.
KARL. Beloved Benjamin is Waiting. 11.
Kate and the Island. Storr. 164.
Kathleen, Please Come Home. O'Dell. 15.
KATZ. Album of the Great Depression. 120.
KAVALER. Dangers of Noise. 64.
KAVANAUGH, ed. Listen to Us! 156.
KEATS. Trip. 32.
KEENE. Nancy Drew Sleuth Book. 193.
KELLER, comp. School Daze. 193.
KELLEY, A. Lenses, Spectacles, Eyeglasses,
and Contacts: The Story of Vision Aids. 178.
KELLEY, T. Mouses' Terrible Christmas. 64.
KERR. Small Person Far Away. 178.
KESTEVEN. Awakening Water. 193.
KIDD, R. That's What Friends Are For. 157.
KIDD, V., ed. Millennial Women. 46.
Kids on the Run. Berry. 3.
Killer Whales. Simon. 19.
Killing Mr. Griffiin. Duncan. 27.
"Kimbie" Visits the Zoo. Young. 167.
Kind of Wild Justice. Ashley. 169.
Kindle of Kittens. Godden. 191.
Kindling. Duran. 189.
KING. Year of Mr. Nobody. 12.
King Devil. MacLeod. 67.
King of the Sticks. Southall. 201.
Kingdom of Wolves. Barry. 186.
KINGMAN. Head Over Wheels. 120.
Kings of the Rink. Fischler. 134.
Kings, Queens, Knights & Jesters: Making
Medieval Costumes. Schnurnberger. 162.
KIRK. Grandpa, Me and Our House in the Tree.
157.
KLEIN. Tomboy. 100.
Knight of the Lion. McDermott. 179.
Knock, Knock, Who's There? Winthrop. 128.
KNOTTS. Great-Grandfather, the Baby and Me.
121.
Lost Christmas. 46.
Know About Alcohol. Hyde. 119.
KOOIKER. Magic Stone. 65.
KOPLINKA. Silkies: a Novel of the Shetlands.
140.
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KOTZWINKLE. Dream of Dark Harbor. 194.
KRAHN, illus. Biggest Christmas Tree on Earth.
65.
KREMENTZ. Very Young Circus Flyer. 194.
-- . Very Young Gymnast. 101.
KUMIN. What Color Is Caesar? 65.
KUSKIN. Space Story. 121.
LACY. Abolitionists. 12.
Lambs for Dinner. Maestro. 122.
Land of Heroes: a Retelling of Kalevala. Synge,
ad. 55.
Land of the fron Dragon. Young. 108.
LANDSHOFF. Okay, Good Dog. 121.
LANG, A., comp. Blue Fairy Book. 140.
LANG, O. If You Are Silenced, I Will Speak for
You. 101.
LANGONE. Human Engineering; Marvel or
Menace? 12.
LAPP. In the Morning Mist. 32.
Laser Light. Schneider. 72.
LASKY. My Island Grandma. 194.
- . Tall Ships. 157.
Last Guru. Pinkwater. 124.
Last Junior Year. Morgenroth. 102.
LAUBER. Tapping Earth's Heat. 101.
LAVINE. Wonders of Donkeys. 157.
LAWLER. My Brother's Place. 46.
LAWRENCE. Star Lord. 65.
LAYCOCK. Beyond the Arctic Circle. 32.
- . Exploring the Great Swamp. 158.
LEACH. Rosalinda. 12.
LEE. Garbage Delight. 140.
LEEN. Monkeys. 158.
. Snakes. 32.
Left-Handed Spirit. Nichols. 85.
LEHMANN. Better than a Princess. 66.
L'ENGLE. Swiftly Tilting Planet. 33.
Lenses, Spectacles, Eyeglasses, and Contacts:
The Story of Vision Aids. Kelley. 178.
LEROY. Cold Feet. 194.
LESHAN. What's Going to Happen to Me?
When Parents Separate or Divorce. 66.
LESIKIN. Down the Road. 158.
Lester. Dixon. 188.
Lester and Mother. McGee. 14.
Let's Go Fight a Forest Fire. Chester. 59.
LEVITIN. Reigning Cats and Dogs. 66.
LEWI. Holiday for August. 13.
LEWIN. World Within a World-Baja. 179.
LEWIS, G., comp. Christmas Ghosts. 68.
LEWIS, T. Clipper Ship. 46.
Liberation of Samantha Carson. Seavy. 53.
Life Begins for Puppies. Hess. 44.
Life Hungers to Abound: Poems of the Family.
Plotz, comp. 124.
Like Mother, Like Me. Schwartz. 18.
LINDBLOM. Mouses' Terrible Christmas. 64.
LINDGREN. Of Course Polly Can Do Almost
Everything. 158.
LINGARD. Reunion. 66.
Lion Under Her Bed. Hawkins. 175.
LISS. Fishing Talk for Beginners. 33.
Listen to Us! Kavanaugh, ed. 156.
LITTLE. I Can Do It by Myself. 33.
Little Arliss. Gipson. 28.
Little Breathing Room. Graber. 43.
Little League Family. Wibberley. 55.
Little Owl. Van De Wetering. 37.
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Little Swineherd and Other Tales. Fox. 43.
Little Time. Baldwin. 2.
LIVELY. Voyage of QV 66. 195.
LIVINGSTON, ed. Callooh! Callay! Holiday
Poems for Young Readers. 122.
* . Lollygag of Limericks. 47.
LOBEL, ANITA. Pancake. 47.
LOBEL, ARNOLD. Grasshopper on the Road.
102.
. comp. and illus. Mother Goose. Gregory
Griggs and Other Nursery Rhyme People. 15.
- . Treeful of Pigs. 141.
LOEPER. Golden Dragon. 102.
- . Shop on High Street; The Toys and
Games of Early America. 13.
LOESCHER. Human Rights: A Global Crisis.
195.
LOFGREN, ad. Boy Who Ate More Than the
Giant: and Other Swedish Folktales. 159.
Lollygag of Limericks. Livingston. 47.
London's River: the Story of a City. De Mare.
173.
Lone Arthur. Coren. 75.
LONG. Albert's Story. 67.
Looking On. Miles. 14.
Lost & Found. Thurman. 91.
Lost Christmas. Knotts. 46.
Lost in the Museum. Cohen. 133.
Lost Star. Hoover. 119.
Lost Umbrella of Kim Chu. Estes. 113.
LOVE. Melissa's Medley. 13.
Loveletters. Shreve. 88.
LOW. My Dog, Your Dog. 13.
LOWRY. Find a Stranger, Say Goodbye. 33.
Lu Pan, the Carpenter's Apprentice. Hitz, ad. 10.
LYNCH. Mommy and Daddy Are Divorced. 50.
LYTTLE. Janet Guthrie, First Woman Driver at
Indianapolis. 27.
MCAULAY. In Search of the Petroglyph. 141.
MCCAFFREY. Dragondrums. 195.
MCDERMOTT. Knight of the Lion. 179.
MACDONALD. Complete Fairy Tales of George
MacDonald. 196.
MACE. Rushton Inheritance. 179.
MCGEE. Lester and Mother. 14.
MCGINNIS. Secret of the Porcelain Cats. 179.
MacGooses' Grocery. Asch. 2.
MCGOVERN. Shark Lady. 196.
MCGOWEN. Album of Reptiles. 159.
MACKELLAR. Soccer Orphans. 180.
. Witch of Glen Gowrie. 34.
MCKILLIP. Harpist in the Wind. 196.
MCKINLEY. Beauty; A Retelling of the Story of
Beauty and the Beast. 67.
MACLEOD. King Devil. 67.
MCPHAIL. Captain Toad and the Motorbike.
159.
Madge's Magic Show. Thaler. 90.
MADISON. Portrait of Myself. 180.
MAESTRO. Lambs for Dinner. 122.
Magic Cave. Chew. 152.
Magic Lights & Streets of Shining Jet. Saunders,
comp. 72.
Magic Made Easy. Michalski. 159.
Magic of the Glits. Adler. 149.
Magic Orange Tree and Other Haitian Folktales.
Wolkstein, comp. 39.
Magic Stone. Kooiker. 65.
Mahlqvist, ad. I'll Take Care of the Crocodiles.
159.
Make It and Sell It. Holz. 63.
MALATESTA. White Kikuyu, Louis S. B.
Leakey. 83.
MALI. Word to the Wise. 118.
MALIPIERO. Book of What and How. 122.
MANLEY, comp. Christmas Ghosts. 68.
Manos: South American Crafts for Children.
Conaway. 133.
Many Smokes, Many Moons. A Chronology of
American Indian History Through Indian
Art. Highwater. 30.
MARCUSE. Devil's Workshop. 196.
Marie. Dixon. 188.
MARK. Ennead. 68.
--- . Thunder and Lightnings. 180.
MARSHALL. Stupids Have a Ball. 21.
--- . Portly McSwine. 196.
Martial Arts: Judo and Karate. Frommer. 173.
MARZOLLO. Close Your Eyes. 68.
Mask. Bunting. 74.
MASON. On the Ice in Antarctica. 47.
Mathematics in the Kitchen. O'Connor. 34.
Matter of Money. Cavin. 5.
Matthews. Getting Rid of Roger. 14.
Max's Dream. Mayne. 69.
Maya Land in Color. Aguiar. 149.
MAYER, MARIANNA, ad. Beauty and the
Beast. 68.
MAYER, MERCER. Appelard and Liverwurst.
69.
MAYNE. It. 84.
- . Max's Dream. 69.
MAZER. War on Villa Street. 84.
Me and My Family Tree. Showers. 143.
Mean Old Mean Hyena. Prelutsky. 124.
Mechanical Doll. Stearns. 184.
Melissa's Medley. Love. 13.
MELTZOFF. Sense of Balance. 47.
Mental Retardation. Dunbar. 79.
Merlin & the Snake's Egg. Norris. 49.
MERRIAM. Unhurry Harry. 47.
MERRILL, M. Skeletons That Fit. 197.
MERRILL, S. Washday. 48.
Mexico. Perl. 70.
MEYER. C. C. Poindexter. 48.
MICHALSKI. Magic Made Easy. 159.
MILES, B. Looking On. 14.
MILES, M. Beaver Moon. 84.
--- . Mouse Six and the Happy Birthday. 102.
-- . Noisy Gander. 48.
MILES, P. Gods in Winter. 48.
MILGRAM. Brothers Are All the Same. 14.
Millennial Women. Kidd, ed. 46.
MILTON. Nowhere to Run. 122.
Mimosa, the Sensitive Plant. Selsam. 87.
Minden Curse. Roberts. 51.
Misplaced Persons. Harding. 174.
Missing from Home. Clewes. 96.
Mr. and Mrs. Button's Wonderful Watchdogs.
Janice. 120.
Mr. Fong's Toy Shop. Politi. 50.
Mr. Jameson & Mr. Phillips. Sharmat. 163.
Mr. Lincoln's Whiskers. Davis. 188.
Mr. Yowder and the Giant Bull Snake. Rounds.
17.
Mitchell is Moving. Sharmat. 106.
Mitchnik, ad. Egyptian and Sudanese Folk-Tales.
181.
Mitzvah is Something Special. Eisenberg. 79.
MODELL. Tooley! Tooley! 160.
Mommy and Daddy Are Divorced. Perry and
Lynch. 50.
Monday Horses. Doty. 7.
Monkeys. Leen. 158.
Monster in the Mailbox. Gordon. 136.
Monsters from Outer Space. Wise. 205.
Monsters of North America. Wise. 39.
Moon Bear. Asch. 129. o
r
MORGENROTH. Last Junior Year. 102.
Morressy. Drought on Ziax II. 49.
MOSKIN. Day of the Blizzard. 141.
Most Welcome Visitor. Quackenbush. 125.
Moth Manor. Bacon. 93.
MOTHER GOOSE. Gregory Griggs and Other
Nursery Rhyme People. Lobel, comp. and
illus. 15.
Mother Jones; The Most Dangerous Woman in
America. Atkinson. 22.
Mountain Worlds: What Lives There. Berger. 58.
Mouse Six and the Happy Birthday. Miles. 102.
Mouses' Terrible Christmas. Kelley and
Lindblom. 64.
Moving Molly. Hughes. 177.
Mummy of Ramose. Glubok and Tamarin. 8
MUNZER. Full Circle; Rounding Out a Life.
102.
MURPHY, E. Understanding Africa. 142.
MURPHY. J. Weird & Wacky Inventions. 49.
MURPHY. S. Flight of the Fox. 142.
MURRAY, comp. Fifteen Plays for Teen-Agers.
197.
Muslim Spain. Townson. 203.
My Brother's Place. Lawler. 46.
My Daddy Don't Go to Work. Nolan. 103.
My Dog, Your Dog. Low. 13.
My First Book of Things. Johnson. 193.
My First Love and Other Disasters. Pascal. 123.
My Friend William Moved Away. Hickman. 176.
My Island Grandma. Lasky. 194.
My Noah's Ark. Goffstein. 136.
My Trip to Alpha 1. Slote. 88.
MYERS. It Ain't All for Nothin'. 84.
MYLLER. Symbols. 69.
Myra. Bottner. 170.
Mysteries of the World. Cohen. 152.
Mystery at Fire Island. Campbell. 5.
Mystery at the Edge of Two Worlds. Harris. 62.
Mystery in Santa's Toyshop. Darling. 59.
Mystery of Masks. Price. 51.
Mystical Beast. Farthing. 42.
NABOKOV, ed. Native American Testimony:
An Anthology of Indian and White Re-
lations. 69.
Nancy Drew Sleuth Book. Keene. 193.
Naptime. Coker. 133.
Nate the Great and the Sticky Case. Sharmat. 87.
NATIONAL. National Geographic Picture Atlas
of Our Fifty States. 123.
National Geographic Picture Atlas of Our Fifty
States. National. 123.
Native Americans: Navajos. Erdoes. 190.
Native American Testimony: An Anthology of
Indian and White Relations. Nabokov, ed. 69.
Ned. Davis. 77.
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NEIMARK. With This Gift; The Story of Edgar
Cayce. 15.
New Color-Picture Dictionary for Children. Ben-
nett. 41.
New Ice Age. Gilfond. 80.
NEWMAN. Case of the Baker Street Irregular.
15.
Next Year in Jerusalem. Goldston. 29.
NICHOLS. Left-Handed Spirit. 85.
Nicky's Lopsided, Lumpy but Delicious Orange.
Green. 116.
Night Stella Hid the Stars. Radley. 125.
NILAND. ABC of Monsters. 197.
No Bath Tonight. Yolen. 167.
Noisy Gander. Miles. 48.
NOLAN. My Daddy Don't Go to Work. 103.
Noonan. Fisher. 60.
NORRIS. Merlin & the Snake's Egg. 49.
Nowhere to Run. Milton. 122.
NUMEROFF. Emily's Bunch. 85.
Nutcracker. Dumas. ad. 153.
OAKLEY. Church Mice At Bay. 181.
Ocean Race. Burchard. 4.
O'CONNOR. Mathematics in the Kitchen. 34.
O'DELL. Kathleen, Please Come Home. 15.
Of Course Polly Can Do Almost Everything.
Lindgren. 158.
O'HANLON. Door. 49.
O'HARE, comp. What Do You Feed Your Don-
key On? Rhymes from a Belfast Childhood.
34.
Okay, Good Dog. Landshoff. 121.
OLNEY. How to Understand Soccer. 85.
On Stage for Christmas. Kamerman, ed. 64.
On the Balance Beam. Robison. 161.
On the Ice in Antarctica. Mason. 47.
On to Widecombe Fair. Gauch. 28.
On Wings of Love: the United Nations Declara-
tion of the Rights of the Child. Agostinelli,
illus. 185.
One Day I Closed My Eyes and the World Dis-
appeared. Bram. 4.
100 Great Moments in Sports. Sabin. 162.
Open Mind. Sallis. 71.
ORGEL. Devil in Vienna. 70.
Orphan for Nebraska. Talbot. 164.
Orphans. Rabe. 104.
Other Place. Robison. 183.
Other Way to Listen. Baylor. 110.
OTTO. Tim and Trisha. 16.
Our Exploits at West Poley. Hardy. 155.
Out of Step with the Dancers. Howard. 10.
OXFORD. Stickleback Cycle. 123.
Pack of Dreams. Greenwood. 192.
PAIGE. Behind the Scenes at the Aquarium. 197.
--. Behind the Scenes at the Zoo. 35.
Pancake. Lobel. 47.
Pancakes for Breakfast. De Paola, illus. 6.
Panda. Bonners. 131.
PARKINSON. Rupert Piper & the Boy Who
Could Knit. 181.
Partners. Baker. 130.
PASCAL. My First Love and Other Disasters.
123.
Passing Through. Gerson. 115.
Passover. Greenfeld. 9.
PATENT. Animal and Plant Mimicry. 123.
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--. Butterflies and Moths: How They Func-
tion. 198.
. World of Worms. 16.
PATRICK. Stamp Bug. 198.
Patrick Comes to Puttyville and Other Stories.
Hayes. 117.
Paulino. Simons. 163.
Paul's Christmas Birthday. Carrick. 25.
Peabody's First Case. Thomson. 146.
Peaceable Kingdom: The Abecedarius. Proven-
sen, illus. 125.
Peak Beneath the Moon. Campbell. 151.
PECK, R. Father Figure. 86.
PECK, R. N. Trig Sees Red. 103.
PEET. Cowardly Clyde. 198.
Pelly and Peak. Wittman. 39.
Penny and the Captain. Zalben. 108.
People of New China. Rau. 51.
Perfect Pets. Sabin. 52.
PERL. Mexico. 70.
PERRY. Mommy and Daddy Are Divorced. 50.
Peter Pitseolak's Escape from Death. Pitseolak.
50.
PETERSON. Frederick's Alligator. 198.
PEVSNER. And You Give Me a Pain. Elaine. 86.
PEYTON. Prove Yourself a Hero. 103.
PFEFFER. Starring Peter and Leigh. 198.
PHELAN. Week Mom Unplugged the TVs. 182.
PHIPSON. When the City Stopped. 50.
Pig Who Saw Everything. Gackenbach. 28.
PINKWATER. Last Guru. 124.
Pioneers of Baseball. Smith. 54.
PITSEOLAK. Peter Pitseolak's Escape from
Death. 50.
PLACE. Boy Who Saw Bigfoot. 182.
Plain Lane Christmas. Hodges. 63.
Plants in Danger. Ricciuti. 182.
PLATT. Chloris and the Weirdos. 124.
- . Doomsday Gang. 70.
Plenty of Patches: An Introduction to Patchwork,
Quilting, and Applique. Ratner. 71.
PLOTZ, comp. Life Hungers to Abound: Poems
of the Family. 124.
Pocket for Corduroy. Freeman. 8.
POLITI. Mr. Fong's Toy Shop. 50.
POMERANTZ. Downtown Fairy Godmother,
70.
PONTIFLET. Poochie. 160.
Poochie. Pontiflet. 160.
Portly McSwine. Marshall. 196.
Portrait of Myself. Madison. 180.
Potato Pancakes All Around: A Hanukkah Tale.
Hirsh. 138.
Practical Princess and Other Liberating Fairy
Tales. Williams. 166.
Praying Mantis. Conklin. 75.
PRELUTSKY. Mean Old Mean Hyena. 124.
- .Queen of Eene. 16.
PRICE. Mystery of Masks. 51.
PRINGLE. Dinosaurs and People: Fossils,
Facts, and Fantasies. 160.
- . Wild Foods. 103.
Prove Yourself a Hero. Peyton. 103.
PROVENSEN, illus. Peaceable Kingdom: The
Abecedarius. 125.
--- . Year at Maple Hill Farm. 160.
PUGLISI. Soccer for Young Champions. 73.
QUACKENBUSH. Most Welcome Visitor. 125.
Queen of Eene. Pretlutsky. 16.
Question of Time. Anastasio. 109.
Quintin's Man. Rees. 199.
Rabbit for Easter. Carrick. 132.
RABE. Orphans. 104.
RABINOWICH. Kangaroos, Koalas, and other
Marsupials. 104.
.Toni's Crowd. 104.
Rachel and Obadiah. Turkle. 107.
Rachel's Legacy. Colman. 112.
RADLEY. Night Stella Hid the Stars. 125.
RAHN. Seven Ways to Collect Plants. 17.
Rainbow-Colored Horse. Belpre. 58.
Rainbow Dictionary. Wright. 56.
Ramona and Her Mother. Cleary. 172.
RASKIN, E. Westing Game. 17.
RASKIN, J. Tales of Indentured Servants. 142.
RATNER. Plenty of Patches: An Introduction to
Patchwork, Quilting, and Applique. 71.
RAU. People of New China. 51.
RAY. Song of Thunder. 51.
REES. Quintin's Man. 199.
Reggie Jackson's Scrapbook. Jackson. 31.
REID. Cobbler's Reward. 161.
REIG. Diary of the Boy King Tut-Ankh-Amen.
161.
Reigning Cats and Dogs. Levitin. 66.
RETTICH. Silver Touch and Other Family
Christmas Stories. 51.
Reunion. Lingard. 66.
RICCIUTI. Plants in Danger. 182.
RICHTER. Emily's Bunch. 85.
Ride the Pine Sapling. Engel. 134.
Rising Tide. Allan. 1.
RITCHIE. Insects, the Creeping Conquerors and
Human History. 182.
Road Between the Wars: 1918-1941. Goldston.
154.
Roadrunners and Other Cuckoos. Amon. 93.
ROBERTS. Minden Curse. 51.
ROBISON. On the Balance Beam. 161.
. Other Place. 183.
Rocking Chair Rebellion. Clifford. 111.
Rocking-Horse Secret. Godden. 8.
ROCKWELL. Blackout. 183.
ROCKWOOD. Groundhog's Horse. 17.
Rooster's Horns: a Chinese Puppet Play to Make
and Perform. Young and Beckett. 167.
Rosalinda. Leach. 12.
ROSEN. Henrietta and the Day of the Iguana. 52.
ROSENBLOOM. Gigantic Joke Book. 71.
-- . Twist These On Your Tongue. 161.
ROSS. Arabs and the Islamic World. 183.
ROUNDS. Mr. Yowder and the Giant Bull
Snake. 17.
ROY. Awful Thursday. 199.
.Thousand Pails of Water. 105.
RUBEN. What Is New? What Is Missing? What
Is Different? 142.
RUCKMAN. Encounter. 71.
Runaway Voyage. Cavanna. 59.
Running With Rachel. Asch. 186.
Rupert Piper & the Boy Who Could Knit. Parkin-
son. 181.
Rushton Inheritance. Mace. 179.
Russian Schoolboy. Aksakov. 169.
SABIN, F. Perfect Pets. 52.
SABIN, L. 100 Great Moments in Sports. 162.
SACHS. Secret Friend. 125.
ST. GEORGE. Halo Wind. 105.
ST. JOHN. What I Did Last Summer. 126.
SALLIS. Open Mind. 71.
SARNOFF. Space:a Fact and Riddle Book. 143.
Saturday Morning Lasts Forever. Bram. 131.
SAUL. Butcher, Baker, Cabinetmaker; Photo-
graphs of Women at Work. 105.
SAUNDERS, comp. Magic Lights & Streets of
Shining Jet. 72.
Save Sirrushany. Baker. 22.
SAVITZ. Wheelchair Champions. 52.
SAY. Ink-Keeper's Apprentice. 199.
Scaredy Cat. Waldron. 38.
SCHLEIN. I Hate It. 72.
-- . I, Tut: the Boy Who Became Pharaoh.
126.
SCHMIDT. Getting Along: How To Be Happy
With Yourself and Others. 200.
SCHNEIDER. Laser Light. 72.
SCHNURNBERGER. Kings, Queens, Knights
& Jesters: Making Medieval Costumes. 162.
School Daze. Keller, comp. 193.
SCHREIBER. Wonders of Terns. 52.
SCHULMAN, J. Camp Keewee's Secret
Weapon. 143.
- .Jenny and the Tennis Nut. 18.
SCHULMAN, L. Autumn Light. 53.
SCHWARTZ, D. "I Am Cherry Alive," the Lit-
tle Girl Sang. 162.
SCHWARTZ, S. Growing Up Guilty. 53.
-- . Like Mother, Like Me. 18.
SCOPPETTONE. Happy Endings Are All Alike.
86.
SCOTT. City of Birds and Beasts: Behind the
Scenes at the Bronx Zoo. 53.
-- . Discovering the Mysterious Egret. 106.
SIsland of Wild Horses. 126.
SCURO. Wonders of Donkeys. 157.
Sea View Hotel. Stevenson. 54.
Searching for Shona. Anderson. 1.
SEAVY. Liberation of Samantha Carson. 53.
SEBESTYEN. Words By Heart. 183.
Secret Army. Hayes. 137.
Secret Dreamer, Secret Dreams. Heide. 117.
Secret Friend. Sachs. 125.
Secret in a Sealed Bottle: Lazzaro Spallanzani's
Work with Microbes. Epstein. 189.
Secret of the Porcelain Cats. McGinnis. 179.
See Inside a Castle. Unstead, ed. 203.
SEFTON. Sleepers on the Hill. 162.
Self-Portrait: Margot Zemach. Zemach. 148.
SELSAM. First Look at Animals With Back-
bones. 163.
- . Mimosa, the Sensitive Plant. 87.
. Tyrannosaurus Rex. 87.
Sending Messages. Stewig. 19.
Sense of Balance. Meltzoff. 47.
SEUSS. I Can Read with My Eyes Shut! 106.
Seven Ways to Collect Plants. Rahn. 17.
Seventh One. Yates. 56.
Shape of Water. Goldin. 174.
Shape Shifters; Fantasy and Science Fiction
Tales About Humans Who Can Change
Their Shapes. Yolen, comp. 40.
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Shark Lady. McGovern. 196.
SHARMAT. Big Fat Enormous Lie. 18.
. Mr. Jameson & Mr. Phillips. 163.
- . Mitchell is Moving. 106.
- . Nate the Great and the Sticky Case. 87.
. Uncle Boris ard Maude. 200.
SHARP. Bernard into Battle: a Miss Bianca
Story. 127.
SHEEHAN. Fox. 106.
SHERMAN. Animals with Pouches-The
Marsupials. 107.
Ship's Cook Ginger. Ardizzone. 41.
SHOLEM. Hanukah Money. 87.
Shop on High Street; The Toys and Games of
Early America. Loeper. 13.
SHOWERS. Me and My Family Tree. 143.
SHREVE. Family Secrets: Five Very Important
Stories. 200.
. Loveletters. 88.
SHULEVITZ. Treasure. 184.
SHURA. Gray Ghosts of Taylor Ridge. 18.
Shuttle into Space. Stine. 54.
SHYER. Welcome Home, Jellybean. 19.
Silas and Ben-Godik. Bodker. 73.
Silas and the Black Mare. Bodker. 58.
Silas and the Runaway Coach. B0dker. 74.
Silkies: a Novel of the Shetlands. Koplinka. 140.
Silver Touch and Other Family Christmas
Stories. Rettich. 51.
SILVERSTEIN. So You're Getting Braces. 35.
SIMON, H. Bird and Flower Emblems of the
United States. 88.
SIMON, M. Special Gift. 127.
SIMON, N. We Remember Philip. 200.
SIMON, S. Animal Fact/Animal Fable. 143.
-- . Danger From Below; Earthquakes: Past,
Present, and Future. 201.
.Killer Whales. 19.
SIMONS, T. Paulino. 163.
Simple Prince. Yolen. 128.
SINGER, It Can't Hurt Forever. 88.
Skates of Uncle Richard. Fenner. 113.
Skeletons That Fit. Merrill. 197.
SKURZYNSKI. Bionic Parts for People. 144.
Sleepers on the Hill. Sefton. 162.
Sleighs: the Gentle Transportation. Italiano. 120.
SLOTE. My Trip to Alpha I. 88.
Small Person Far Away. Kerr. 178.
Small Worlds Close Up. Grillone and Gennaro.
44.
Smallest Life Around Us. Anderson. 73.
SMITH, B. Breakthrough; Women in Religion.
144.
SMITH, D. Dreams & Drummers. 35.
SMITH, R. Pioneers of Baseball. 54.
SMITH, W. Haddock McCraddock. 163.
Snake: a Very Long Story. Waber. 108.
Snakes. Leen. 32.
SNOW. Iron Road: a Portrait of American Rail-
roading. 144.
Snowman. Briggs, illus. 74.
SNYDER. Ike and Mama and the Once-a-year
Suit. 35.
So You're Getting Braces. Silverstein. 35.
Soccer for Young Champions. Antonacci and
Puglisi. 73.
Soccer Orphans. MacKellar. 180.
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Something on My Mind. Grimes. 30.
Song for a Dark Queen. Sutcliff. 202.
Song of Thunder. Ray. 51.
Sophia Scarlotti and Ceecee. Feagles. 190.
SOUTHALL. King of the Sticks. 201.
Space: a Fact and Riddle Book. Sarnoff. 143.
Space Story. Kuskin. 121.
Special Gift. Simon. 127.
Spider Might. Walther. 55.
SPIER. Bored-Nothing to Do! 89.
Sport. Fitzhugh. 191.
Stamp Bug. Patrick. 198.
Stanley & Rhoda. Wells. 108.
STANTON. Very Messy Room. 89.
Star Lord. Lawrence. 65.
Starring Peter and Leigh. Pfeffer. 198.
State Flowers. Dowden. 78.
State Government. Bentley. 3.
STEARNS. Mechanical Doll. 184.
STEELE, M, ed. Fifth Day. 36.
STEELE, W. Talking Bones; Secrets of Indian
Burial Mounds. 107.
Steffie Can't Come Out to Play. Arrick. 110.
STEIG. Tiffky Doofky. 144.
STEINBERG. You and Your Pet Cats. 145.
STEINER. Biography of a Killer Whale. 19.
Step on a Crack. Anderson. 2.
STEVENS. Insect Pets. 36.
STEVENSON. Sea View Hotel. 54
-- . Worst Person in the World. 36.
STEWIG. Sending Messages. 19.
Stickleback Cycle. Oxford. 123.
Still More Poems. Worth. 148.
STILLEY. Here is Your Career: Airline Pilot.
145.
STINE. Shuttle into Space. 54.
STOLZ. Cider Days. 54.
- . Go and Catch a Flying Fish. 201.
STONE. Those Who Fall from the Sun. 89.
Stone Book. Garner. 115.
STONEHOUSE. Kangaroos. 54.
Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening. Frost.
114.
Stories from El Barrio. Thomas. 90.
Storm Boy. Thiele. 146.
STORR. Kate and the Island. 164.
- . Story of the Terrible Scar. 164.
Winter's End. 202.
Story of an English Village. Goodall, illus. 154.
Story of the Terrible Scar. Storr. 164.
STOUTENBURG. Where to now, Blue? 89.
STRETE. When Grandfather Journeys into Win-
ter. 202.
Stupids Have a Ball. Allard and Marshall. 21.
SULLIVAN, G. Better Basketball for Girls. 107.
- . Better Soccer for Boys and Girls. 20.
SULLIVAN. M. Brian-foot-in-the-mouth. 55.
Sumer Is Icumen In: Our Ever-Changing Lan-
guage. Greenfeld. 62.
Sun Horse, Moon Horse. Sutcliff. 20.
SUTCLIFF. Song for a Dark Queen. 202.
---. Sun Horse, Moon Horse. 20.
Swallow's Song. Johnston. I1.
Swiftly Tilting Planet. L'Engle. 33.
Swing of the Gate. Brown. 95.
SYFRET. Bella. 90.
Symbols. Myller. 69.
Symbols: a Silent Language. Adkins. 149.
SYMONS. Crocuses Were Over, Hitler Was
Dead. 145.
SYNGE, ad. Land of Heroes: a Retelling of the
Kalevala. 55.
SYSON. Conquista! 95.
Tackle 22. Foley. 135.
TALBOT. Orphan for Nebraska. 164.
Tales from the Arabian Nights. Dawood. ad. 78.
Tales of Indentured Servants. Raskin. 142.
Talking Bones; Secrets of Indian Burial Mounds.
Steele. 107.
Tall Ships. Lasky. 157.
TAMARIN. Mummy of Ramose. 8.
Tangled Web. Valencak. 91.
TANZ. Egg is to Sit On. 20.
Tapping Earth's Heat. Lauber. 101.
TATLOW, ed. World of Gymnastics. 165.
Tawny. Carner. 25.
TAYLOR, M. Case of the Missing Kittens. 36.
TAYLOR, S. Ella of All-of-a-Kind Family. 37.
TELEMAQUE. It's Crazy to Stay Chinese in
Minnesota. 145.
Tell Me No Lies. Colman. 25.
Terrors, Torments and Traumas. Hoke, comp.
45.
THALER. Madge's Magic Show. 90.
That's What Friends Are For. Kidd. 157.
Theodore Roosevelt. Hancock. 30.
THIELE. Storm Boy. 146.
Thin Ice. Gault. 80.
Third Eye. Hunter. 139.
Thirteen Who Vanished: True Stories of Myste-
rious Disappearances. Hayman. 175.
This Little Pig-a-Wig: and Other Rhymes About
Pigs. Blegvad, comp. 151.
THOMAS, I. Hi, Mrs. Mallory! 203.
THOMAS, P. Stories from El Barrio. 90.
THOMSON. Peabody's First Case. 146.
Those Who Fall from the Sun. Stone. 89.
Thousand Pails of Water. Roy. 105.
Thunder and Lightnings. Mark. 180.
THURMAN. Lost & Found. 91.
Tiffky Doofky. Steig. 144.
Tim and Trisha. Otto. 16.
Time and Clocks. Breiter. 151.
Time Sweep. Weldrick. 127.
Time to Get Out of the Bath, Shirley. Burning-
ham. 75.
Tina Gogo. Angell. 21.
Tinner's Quest. Bibby. 151.
To See a Witch. Gessner. 115.
To Stand Against the Wind. Clark. 132.
To Walk on Two Feet. Cook. 41.
Toad on Capitol Hill. Brady. 74.
TOBIAS. At the Beach. 37.
--. How Your Mother and Father Met, and
What Happened After. 91.
Toby Lived Here. Wolitzer. 39.
Tom Fobble's Day. Garner. 174.
Tomboy. Klein. 100.
Toni's Crowd. Rabinowich. 104.
Tooley! Tooley! Modell. 160.
Torolv the Fatherless. Clarke. 132.
TOWNSON. Muslim Spain. 203.
Trains and Railroads. Kanetzke. 178.
Trapped on the Golden Flyer. Fleming. 42.
Treasure. Shulevitz. 184.
Treasure of Alpheus Winterborn. Bellairs. 23.
Treeful of Pigs. Lobel. 141.
TRESSELT. What Did You Leave Behind? 37.
Trig Sees Red. Peck. 103.
Trip. Keats. 32.
True Cross. Wildsmith. 166.
TULLY. Dread Diseases. 91.
Tuppeny. Cunningham. 112.
TURKLE. Rachel and Obadiah. 107.
Turtle Tale. Asch. 150.
Twelve Dancing Princesses. Grimm. 137.
Twenty Elephant Restaurant. Hoban. 10.
Twist These On Your Tongue. Rosenbloom. 161.
Tyrannosaurus Rex. Selsam. 87.
UCHIDA. Journey Home. 146.
Uncle Boris and Maude. Sharmat. 200.
Understanding Africa. Murphy. 142.
Undertaker's Gone Bananas. Zindel. 40.
Unhurry Harry. Merriam. 47.
UNSTEAD, ed. See Inside a Castle. 203.
UTTLEY. From Spring to Spring. 91.
V. D. Johnson. 100.
VALEN. Devil's Tail. 147.
VALENCAK. Tangled Web. 91.
VAN DE WETERING. Little Owl. 37.
VAN STEENWYK. Fly Like an Eagle and Other
Stories. 165.
VAN WOERKOM, ad. Alexandra the Rock-
Eater. 38.
--- . Donkey Ysabel. 165.
Very Messy Room. Stanton. 89.
Very Young Circus Flyer. Krementz. 194.
Very Young Gymnast. Krementz. 101.
View Beyond My Father. Allan. 109.
Voyage of QV 66. Lively. 195.
WABER. Snake: a Very Long Story. 108.
WAGNER. Aranea: A Story About a Spider.
203.
--- . John Brown, Rose and the Midnight Cat.
38.
Wagon Wheels. Brenner. 24.
WAIDE. Jennifer. 147.
Wait For Me, Watch For Me, Eula Bee. Beatty.
94.
WALDRON. Scaredy Cat. 38.
WALLACE, ed. Giant Poems. 147.
WALSH. Chance Child. 147.
- . Children of the Fox. 92.
WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS. Detective
Book. 38.
WALTHER. Spider Might. 55.
WANGERIN. Book of the Dun Cow. 92.
War on Villa Street. Mazer. 84.
Washday. Merrill. 48.
Watch Out! A Giant! Carle. 131.
WATSON, C. Catch Me & Kiss Me & Say It
Again: Rhymes. 165.
WATSON, P. Wriggles, the Little Wishing Pig.
166.
Way to Start a Day. Baylor. 22.
We Came a-Marching ... 1, 2, 3. Hobzek. 118.
We Remember Philip. Simon. 200.
Webster's New World Dictionary for Young
Readers. 204.
Week Mom Unplugged the TVs. Phelan. 182.
Weird & Wacky Inventions. Murphy. 49.
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WEISS. What's Happening to Our Climate? 147.
Welcome Home, Jellybean. Shyer. 19.
WELDRICK. Time Sweep. 127.
WELLS. Stanley & Rhoda. 108.
WESKER. Fatlips. 127.
WESTALL. Devil on the Road. 204.
Westing Game. Raskin. 17.
Whale Watch. Graham. 30.
What Are Friends For? Ames. 149.
What Color is Caesar? Kumin. 65.
What Did You Leave Behind? Tresselt. 37.
What Do You Feed Your Donkey On? Rhymes
from a Belfast Childhood. O'Hare, comp. 34.
What Do You Mean by "Average"? James and
Barkin. 83.
What Does the Rooster Say, Yoshio? Battles.
150.
What I Did Last Summer. St. John. 126.
What If You Couldn't? A Book About Special
Needs. Kamien. 178.
What Is New? What Is Missing? What Is Differ-
ent? Ruben. 142.
What the Moon Saw. Wildsmith. 166.
What to Eat and Why: the Science of Nutrition.
Fodor. 135.
What's Going to Happen to Me? When Parents
Separate or Divorce. LeShan. 66.
What's Happening to Our Climate? Weiss. 147.
What's That? Jensen and Haller, 156.
Wheelchair Champions. Savitz. 52.
When Grandfather Journeys into Winter. Strete.
202.
When the City Stopped. Phipson. 50.
Where to now, Blue? Stoutenburg. 89.
Where Wild Willie. Adoff. 109.
Where's Jim Now? Bradbury. 111.
WHITE, F. Escape! The Life of Harry Houdini.
204.
WHITE, P. Janet at School. 128.
White Kikuyu, Louis S. B. Leakey. Malatesta
and Friedland. 83.
Who Are the Handicapped? Haskins. 44.
WIBBERLEY. Little League Family. 55
Wild Animals. Gentle Women, Facklam. 79.
Wild Foods. Pringle. 103.
WILDSMITH. True Cross. 166.
--. What the Moon Saw. 166.
Wilkin's Ghost. Burch. 96.
WILLARD. Highest Hit. 56.
WILLIAMS, B. Chester Chipmunk's Thanksgiv-
ing. 56.
. Hello, Dandelions. 205.
WILLIAMS, J. Practical Princess and other
Liberating Fairy Tales. 166.
WILLIAMS, U. Bogwoppit. 128.
Willie the Squowse. Allan. 57.
Wind is Not a River. Griese. 137.
Winter Hero. Collier. 97.
Winter's End. Storr. 202.
WINTHROP. Are You Sad, Mama? 167.
. Knock, Knock, Who's There? 128.
WISE. Monsters from Outer Space. 205.
_- . Monsters of North America. 39.
Witch of Glen Gowrie. MacKellar. 34.
With This Gift; The Story of Edgar Cayce.
Neimark. 15.
WITTMAN. Pelly and Peak. 39.
Wobbly Tooth. Cooney. 97.
WOLF. In This Proud Land: the Story of a Mexi-
can American Family. 205.
WOLITZER. Toby Lived Here. 39.
WOLKSTEIN, comp. Magic Orange Tree and
Other Haitian Folktales. 39.
Woman's Place. Crompton. 76.
Wonder Wheels. Hopkins. 177.
Wonders of Donkeys. Lavine and Scuro. 157.
Wonders of Terns. Schreiber. 52.
WOODWARD. Ballet and the Dance. 205.
Word From Our Sponsor or My Friend Alfred.
Angell. 129.
Word to the Wise. Herzig and Mali. 118.
Words By Heart. Sebestyen. 183.
World of Dance. Berger. 110.
World of Freshwater Fish. Fegely. 43.
World of Ghosts. Jenkins. 139.
World of Gymnastics. Tatlow, ed. 165.
World of Worms. Patent. 16.
World Within a World-Baja. Lewin. 179.
Worse Than Rotten, Ralph. Gantos. 98.
Worst Person in the World. Stevenson. 36.
WORTH. Still More Small Poems. 148.
Would You Rather. . . Burningham. 1 1.
Wounded Wolf. George. 80.
Wriggles the Little Wishing Pig. Watson. 166.
WRIGHT. Rainbow Dictionary. 56.
WRIGHTSON. Dark Bright Water. 206.
YATES. Seventh One. 56.
Year at Maple Hill Farm. Provensen. 160.
Year of Mr. Nobody. King. 12.
YOLEN. No Bath Tonight. 167.
- , comp. Shape Shifters; Fantasy and Sci-
ence Fiction Tales about Humans Who Can
Change Their Shapes. 40.
--- . Simple Prince. 128.
You and the Law. Archer. 129.
You and Your Pet Cats. Steinberg. 145.
YOUNG, A. Land of the Iron Dragon. 108.
YOUNG, E. Rooster's Horns: a Chinese Puppet
Play to Make and Perform. 167.
YOUNG, J. "Kimbie" Visits the Zoo. 167.
Young Ghosts. Cohen. 132.
Your Book of Anglo-Saxon England. Jones. 156.
ZALBEN. Penny and the Captain. 108.
ZEMACH. Self-Portrait; Margot Zemach. 148.
ZIM. Caves and Life. 148.
ZINDEL. Undertaker's Gone Bananas. 40.
Zoar Blue. Hickman. 62.
Zoo Babies. Grosvenor. 155.
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